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the calf of my leg, gnd another through my
left shoulder, but these were mere trifles,
anal stood my ground in spite of them.
1 he gallant and generous Warren was on
horseback, passing from one end of the line
to the other, animating the troops to a vigor
ous defence, and every heart hailed him with
love and gratitude.
He had ever distinguished me with pecul
iar marks of friendship, and as he passed the
spot where I stood, he condescended to ad
dress me with words of cordial recognition.
1 know not whether any historian has re
corded the last words of that hero, but believe
that they were addressed to myself. ‘ My
youngfriend, (said he, as he turned to leave
me) do your duty, for the salvation of our
country depends on this day’s action.’
k
7/iaciAnot moved ten paces, when I saw
himfall. At that moment a shell burst by
my side, and I was thrown several feet into
the Irour d^ then PreciP*tated violently to

THB VICTIM.
“ If wont to equal ilk betrayed,
W oe waits the insect and the maid,
JAMES K. REMICH,
17,1826>
A life of pain, the loss of peace.
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
From infant’s play and man’s caprice.
nr
(Aitili inn... .
ders her ah object of pity, ifnot o S
toKw1101?
wa^ given totake to a
1 he lovely toy, so fiercely sought,
all sensible
sensible people^
Deonle; A
A cure
r
ding7house m Pearl-street. The trunk '
all
is therefore very
Has lost its charms by being caughL
^esi^ble. But there is, one great difficulty .we understand contained about g700 in bank
For every touch tnat wooed its Stay,
attending it viz, the disinclination of the na- Lilis, and a portion of the clothing of the own
Recollections of a soldier’s
fuxsed
brightest charms away; uent herselfto be cured. If she can by aUy er. By the activity of the friends%f th^ yX
DAUGHTER.
Ai. charm, and hue, and beauty gone,
means be persuaded to make use of it the iady, the rogue was discovered on Friday
At thè commencement of the revolutiona
1 is left to fly or fall alone.” byron.
evening, and most of the clothing recovered
following remedy will prove efficacious.
ry war, my father had attained the age when
1 he money, hoover, had disappeared.
There is nothing which is more calculated
the mind yields most easily to the passion for
2 Grs. of Sound Sense,
Noah’s Inquirer.
1 Gr. of Taste, and
military glory, and he was among the first
to excite the tenderest feelings of our nature
who were enrolled under the banner of AGr. of Decency.
?h«n thCalLf°/th the sternest indignation
A company of counterfeiters have lately
merican liberty.
than the sight of innocence and beauty blasted
been detected near Ravenna, Ohio ; cj
and withered by the harpy touch of the seThe sentiment of freedom was electric,’
^orge^arrow, Col. William Ashley, and
and no age or sex was exempted from its in
aucer. Oh! if man’s heart can be affected
. I-ATS OMXSSIOJNTS.
James, Br,own» have been arrested.
fluence. The fond mother, who had shrunk
by misery and woe, ifhe can. shed the tears of
MELANCHOLY OCCURRENCE.
1 he nest was broken up by Mr. George Farr
from exposing the darling of her bosom to
P;y o\er the scenes of joyless wretchedness
Yesterday about noon, Capt. Babcock a who proposed himself as . a partner, was ac
the slightest personal danger, now beheld
surely it will touch the finest feelings of his
Vvith proud satisfaction that son decorated
nature to see the brightest hopes of youth respectable shipmaster, and well dmown’as cepted, took the oath of secrecy, one obliga
Hvith the knapsack her own hands had
made desolate, and innocence and loveliness the commander of the ship Emily, a regular tion of which birids the candidate to murder
fragment of the broken shell struck me wantonly destroyed. If we watch with un- trader between . Savannah an/'LiveTool any mernber who should reveal the secrets.
wrought, and cheerfully resigned him to the #
in the breast, and caused a contusion of the ceasmgdebghtthe tender and lovely flower walked to the end of Pine^street wharf, ?ook Among the notes were ^3’sof the Manufac
^all of patriotism.
Thus do the sentiments of freedom elevate sternum, and the violent shock my whole sys that blooms but to delight the sense, guard it off his coat and hat, jumped into the river turers Bank of Pdwtucket, $100 of the Bank
the mind above its ordinary exertions, and tem sustained took from me the power of with anxious care leastrude blast should an hn?k* beveSl Pisons witnessed' the f Tenn?XÏvama- ^20°,°00 in notes of 3 '5 ’
call forth the latent energies of soul that have motion.
visit it too roughly, qnd even mourn oVer it act, but were unable to 'extricate him. His and 10 dollars on the Western Réserve Bank,
1 Blood gushed from my mouth, nose and when blighted and drooping, with what feel body was found m the evening near the other pÎace te'd from & member
immortalized a Cornelia.
My venerable grandsire, whom I can just re ears and 1 lay covered with dust, unable to ings should we view the young and tender wharf, after it was ascertained that he had
member as an old man with snowy locks who speak or move, but for some time perfectly maid who has been watched over with all purchased some weights at a grocery store
lle
• the solicitude of parental affection, robbed of in the neighborhood, a few minutes before he
’at length founda'so*
used to pacifv my infant clamours with tales conscious.
I he following whimsical ciremhstance and
‘ I remember to have heard Colonel B____ her brightest treasure and then thrown upon committed the desperate deed. He had peculiar coincidence, it is said, actually took
of military prowess, was often heard to boast
who
was
my
father
’
s
friend,
exclaim,
‘
Wil

hitherto
exhibited
no
symptoms
of
insanity,
that he led five sons to the battle of Bunker
the charity of a cold—cold world.
place some time since. A boat ascending thé
liam is dead then ! well, he died like a sol
Hill.
Such was the case of Caroline Bracton. and was understood to be in good reputation Ohio river was hailed by another boat, when
dier!
’
and
pecuniary
circumstances.
1
The third of these sons was he from whom I
Born and nourished amidst opulence and
the following conversation ensued : “ What
inherited that spirit of patriotism which has r ‘ V611?116 Pressure of his hand upon my luxury, and looking at all bv the mirror of her
boat is that? “The Cherry stone.” “Whence
Ad K. Mer. Adv.
forehead,
as
he
leaned
over
me,
and
adddd
in
• Ah EOUS diseases.atei ' . accompanied me through life. With feelings
own pure and artless soul, she little knew
came you?” “From RedWze/’ “ Wherë
a
softer
tone,
‘
He
’
s
gone
!
poor
fellow
!
but
ictance by the PhvJ
The
Sea
Serpent
at
Jzo/nc.
—
The
Lynn
which neither time nor sorrow can obliterate,
what arts vice employs to secure its object,
are you bound to ?” “ Limes/cme.” “ Who is
I review the scenes of my childhood, and 111 take his sword the Regulars .hall never sixteen summers of uninterrupted felicity Mirror says-“ We understand this person- your Captain ?” “ Thomas Stone.” “What
heissoumversalty^
get
that.
’
“
a
d
Passed
by,
and
Caroline
Bracton
was
now
while my brave parent, bending with age
vFXi?S
aPPearance in the are you loaded with ?” Millstones and Grind
‘ This sword .was a present from Warren, in the full bloom of her beauty, the pride and vicinity of Nahant ; he was seen last Sunday stones.
and infirmity, is verging to the grave, ade
“ You are a d—d hard set, to be
ent has stoodthetest ofea
though
m
that
awful
moment
my
soul
sive
to
snatch
his
memory
from
oblivion
afternoon
by
several
respectable
gentlemen sure ; take care you don’t go to the bottom.
solace
of
her
parents
and
the
admiration
of
all
y obtained an unparafeg
seemed fluttering on the verge of eternity it who knew her. Thus while revelling in the (our informants) inside of Egg Rock and one Farewell.”—AfiY.pa.
prompts
me
to
record
the
following
detail.
mediately removes the sea
Some of the brightest years of my exist gave me inexpressible pleasure to find that lull tide of happiness and little dreaming of the gentlemen informs that he was at one
; action to the vessels ofg
ence were passed in the vicinity of Bunker the gift of friendship yras likely to be pre that danger was near, the destroyer came. time within a stone’s throw of them, as thev
AN ODD SLANDER.
iginal colour and,smooth^
v
J
Hdl, and I was early taught to venerate that served.
A young Englishman of fortune, captivated were on the long Beach.
advertisement in a late number
-commendations might®
‘ A faintness now came over me, and I with so much beauty and innocence wooed
spot,
as
connected
with
the
display
of
the
of the East India Gazette,notifying the pub
perior efficacy, but the I
a • c ir JELL°W"FEVER.
heard no more, and for what succeeded I am hertobehis. Elegant and graceful in his
magnanimous
virtues.
It
was
to
that
spot
lic,
that
steps
would
be taken, to punish to the
that a fair trial should
my gallant father led his family of sprightly indebted to the observation of Colonel B—— manners, and possessed of noble genius and
An infallible cure for the yellow fever is utmost rigor of the law, all parties concerned
■ntatoL Ithasinthreeol
1 he Americans fought with determina a cultivated mind, he soon won the love of the said to have been discovered at Havana • it in propagating a story, that the advertiser had
boys, and over the grave of Warren inculca
ises of fifteen and twenty w
ted lessons of heroism and virtue. Nor was tion and bravery until their last round of am- artless maid. And while she surrendered is an application of iceto all parts of the body means of paying all his debts ! ! This is a spe
have resisted the powerofi
I always excluded from the party, for though tmition was expended, and they were reluct all the ardent affections of a young and guile which !s continued until the fever is destroy cies of slander, not common now a days, at
idy that could be devised
my father believed thàt nature had designed antly compelled to retreat.
less heart, in return he meditated nothing but ed, (which is generally in a few days) and least it does not drive the slanderer to such
: oncegives im.medhterl
‘ My poor Irish soldier, actuated by a sen the ruin of his unsuspecting victim ; and in the patient convalescent.
me for a domestic sphere, he did not believe
measures, for the vindication of their char-*
at cures Tinea Caiiitislm
acters.
that an ardent love of liberty, and a thorough timent that he should immortalize his name an unguarded moment, he accomplished his
C ALD HEAD) and allscat
estimation of its value, as purchased by the now declai ed the British should never have nefarious purpose. The erring girl driven XJ8 a .fact worthy of recording, (says the
dar to unhealthy children,'
blood of my fathers, could unfit me for the his Captain dead or alive. He sought among with cold disdain from the mansion which she Newport Republican,) that among the aged
An onion applied to the part afflicted, is
nothing of a mercuriali
discharge of the important duties which Prov the slain for the breathless form of one he fondly thought her home fled with her de. ^terans who heard the Declaration of Inde- SRid to be an immediate arid efficacious ctirs
t, and it may be usedoj,
loved, and at last recognized the object of his ceiver to New-York, where for some time; Prudence read m ’76,8cat the late celebration, for the sting of a wasp or bee.
idence has assigned to woman.
;rs under any circumstaj
It was a fine morning in May, and nature search, among a heap of human bodies, which they remained ; but his love soon abated, and■ Mr Green Burroughs wasone of that number,
seemed to have communicated her smile to some resolute soldiers, where the breast he left her yet young and beautiful to the. and has heard the same instrument read, in
A FORMIDABLE PAPER.
ale and Retail by ,t)ieM
the heart, and diffused a joyous serenity over work happened to be a little too high had merciless world. Disowned by her friends this town, every 4th July, for 50 years !
v ie J/eceived by the packet ship Newpiled up to stand on.
and unaccustomed to labour she had recourse
all
its
feelings,
when
my
three
little
brothers
h, Portland ; Dehno&Wl
VkT’
s,.econd number of a London paper1
‘ He bore the inanimate body on his shoul to the only remaining means of subsistence,
and myself received the welcome summons
The Hon Enoch Lincoln, member of Con of May 28th, called “ The Atlas.” It is un
Isaac Hill, Concord, N,
to prepare to attend our parent in his morn der from the scene of carnage ; but being and thus lived on until seized with a virulent gress from Maine., has resigned his seat.
questionably
tire largest sheet ever printed*
ake, Saco, and JAMES
unable,. thus loaded, to keep pace with his and unabating disorder, she sunk down a
ing excursion. 4 Whither shall we walk
being more than twice the size of the Com
nnebunk.
companions,
a
shot
from
the
pursuers
ter

loathsome and unfriended object to the grave.
said he, as we sallied forth with all the earn
^he
man in mercial Advertiser. The largest press made
discount to country dealers
And doubtless there is many a one who New-Oileans advertises that he has “ in in this city, will admit a chase, (the iron frame
gerness of childhood ; ‘ To Bunker Hill,’ minated his life, when the main body of the
eopb
retreating
army
was
out
of
danger.
was the spontaneous reply of every little
once sported in the green fields of her nativi vented a coach for travelling through the air n winch the form is locked,} of 33 inches and
‘ Some friends who knew us, passing im ty, in all the joyous buoyancy of youth and in with safety.” The advertiser says he can ’l-4th,
voice, and to Bunker Hill my father led the
by 23 inches and l-3d. The Atlas
mediately
after,
thought
they
discovered
in
way.
nocence, who, like the subject of this brief carry the mail and one or two passengers measures 3 feet 8 inches and 3-4ths, by 2 feet
ty of the Stall oftúi
Days of artless innocence, alas I ye are me signs of returning life, and by their means sketch, has been alluded, by some ac.com- with him. and that his vehicle is ^rfXp J- 8 inches and l-4< h—or, 44 inches 3-4ths, orm
fled forever. Never can 1 recai the sportive 1 was ómveyed to the hospital?
phsiied villain from the ^-;ths of virtue, and manageable, except in severe gales of wind, way, and 32 inches l-4th the other. This is
VI.ANS & OM hilarity
By this time the little auditors were in like her has led a life of infamy, and at when he can descend from his aerial voyage truly
with which we lightly bounded over
a formidable sheet, and bearing a mar
the interjacent fields—never regain the inno tears, and even Warren was a while forgot length descended to the grave unpitied and at pleasure. If proper assistance be given vellously proper name ; for even old Atlas
IL LOTTE®
cent gaiety and improvident lightness of ten, in admiration of the fidelity of the Irish unknown. He who trifles with woman’s fine him,he will by next Christmas be ready to would have to lengthen his arms to read it in
heart, that under present enjoyment shut soldier.
and tender feelings—he who treats her love ascend from any appointed place, manoeuvre the usual manner of holding it up fully spread
.SS No. EIGHT.
the future from my view. Yet memory, bu * My father, though a brave man and a sol as a toy to beguile the tediuip of the pass and manage his coach with nearly the swift before him,
°
N.Y. Com.
sy memory, oft retreads the flowery way, dier, wept—and though the lapse of twenty ing hour, or to effect the accomplishment of ness of a fowl, and show to the world that
SCHEME.
and in the visions of the past, loses the sense years has presented new and varied objects a mean and brutal passion, deserves not the water tl aVC1 through the air as weil aa on
p
NEWSPAPER CHANGE.
of the present, and the anticipation of the to my mind, I am not ashamed that a kindred name of man. But too true it is that there
of
Samuel L. Knapp, has retired from the
tear has blotted the page that records his are some who having won the love of the
future.
$5000 is
With that buoyancy of spirit that refuses story.
unsuspecting maid, robs the fair flower of its r Tíe ^loe is «aid to bloom but once in an editorial chair of the Poston Commercial, Ga
zette ; and that paper appeared, yesterday *
Recovering his usual composure and ad brightest sweets, and then like the butterfly
1000' is
to yield to weariness, we climbed the ascent,
dressing himself particularly to me, my fa flit away to some other pure and spotless kinnd ’viu ^arS* • A Í a£nificent plant of this under the auspices of Messrs. W. Beals and
and
found
ourselves
on
the
summit,
from
is
500
non
^°Om xn a few days at Mount Ver- J. L».
L. Homer, who have purchased of Mrs.
whence we were presented with a view of ther thus continued:
one, and leave their fallen victim to breathe
200 is 1Í
a^ and interest in the es*
‘ What follows is an example of female he her vam lament. And methinks the lan
the whole peninsula, with the bay and har
Discontents have existed for some time uai1lshl?®nt- Mr.°AMra Bradford it’W un
;
■ ^*uvu umuiviu iv 13 uti380 is
bour of Boston. My father pointed out the roism and tenderness, which, if recorded nri guage of the degraded one would be—“ Why among the officers of the French army ,
relative position of the two armies, and en the page of history, might form a counterpart did 1 not pass away in secret, like the flower W ithm a short time 900 of them have resign pL®r8too.d J?5? the future conductor of this
100 is 3Í
tered into a minute detail of events which to the story of the Roman mother, who died of the rock, that lifts fits head unseen, and ed. I he principal cause of these events is long established semi-weekly, and concludes
50 is
abler historians have recorded; they will from the effect of joyful surprise, when her strews its withered leaves on the blast > I said to be the influence exerted by the cler his opening address with the following re
mark. “
44 If he cannot expect to equal the
10
not therefore occupy a place in this narra son, whom she thought dead, was restored to pass away in my-youth, and my name shall gy over the promotions.
former editor in a flowing style and in sporther arms.
tion.
not be heard. Or it will be heard with sor
1 TY Ct* C*I O o c? i r* o 1
__ __
\
’ii
i
■
5 JS
•^*
].aSiS;'****
-c • ****v*<jiwua,
^Jusv°ns,
he will
endeavour
to
;■
o -C
----------iiu
win ejjatavvur
to
‘ My mother received the news that her row and the tears of Neiath shall fall. Thou
His own personal adventure and narrow
him injthe candor and magnanimity of
in this Lottery are formed { escape from a living grave, are all that filial darling had fallen in battle—but she shed no wpt be sad, son of Morni,for the fallen fame ^3?erEnS}ish aJe ,cuttinS down their 74’s to imitate
H1C QPnfrm an'1-.- *9
rn
J
eLuri?ateS
of a h<?avier class. his sentiments.”
Trav.
er nary combinations that® ? piety will justify this feeble attempt to per tear.
ofOithona But she shall sleep in the nar Thp
The Burham, Alfred and Dublin, three 74’s
Her son had done his duty, and what more, row tomb, far from the voice of the mourn- are hereafter to be called frigates, each car
numbers, from r W4 ; petuate.
Mr. Sumner L. Fairfield and mother, ar
‘ Pray papa (said my eldest brother) was it in these times of peril,’could a virtuous mother er.
decide the prizes, on M '
erH. C. G.
rying 52 long 32 pounders.
rived at New-York 14th ult. in the ship Bay
umbers, from l to ¿4» » here you received that ugly wound that had desire ? Agreeably to the primitive custom of
ard from Havre.
our fathers, the whole family appeared at
nearly cost you your life ?”
>e deposited in a wheeW
In the bazars of Turkey, apples are sold
From the Berkshire American.
‘ It was on this very spot, my sen, behind church the next Sabbath, clothed in hab
There will be w tickets to i
marked
with
the
impression
of
a
leaf.
While
¡ombination, threeofthej ) this breast work—but the story is long—you iliments of sorrow, and in the note which the
DEVILS’ERRORS.
unon kP1nn/ree?’ a leaf is glued or fastened
HYP DISEASE.
must have patience, and let me commence minister read for the deceased, was an ex
An Albany paper has welcomed the late
L S daS ^TTens, the leaf prevents
> having two, and jjW ; at
The Hijfi was in former times confined ex
pression of triumph that he had fallen for lib
the beginning.’
Ruin [rain]-—and a Buffalopaper says a re
numbers. That ticks. h ;
clusively to the male animal of our species the sun from turning that part of it red.
Each little heart beat high with expecta erty.
cent public dinner was humerously attend
d^d drawn numbers,«
4 The next morning, as my mother sat by But latterly the Hyp Disease has fastened it
tion, and mutually promising profound atten
In general, proofs are read in too hurried
We regret to state that the eminent com aed.manner.
her window, intently watching some little self on the fair forms of the female sex. We
lOi; that having the A
tion, we listened to the following tale.
“ You see that narrow neck of land yonder, shrubbery, which the hand of her departed kno w not whether we ought to say fastened poser, Baron Carl Maria Von Weber, was
that unites the peninsula of Charlestown to child had planted, she discovered through the for if we are rightly informed, it may occa found dead m his bed at the house of Sir. G x
“South Carolina (Cheraw) Specta
Smart, where he had been residing since his
7
the
adjacent country. Over that isthmus it vista of the trees that embowered our peace sionally be laid aside.
tor of the 16th ult. says.—“ There was nevdI 6th.
» eacu
■«» p»;* \ .
Physicians, ,we believe, are not agreed as to arrival m England.
ful welling, a litter slowly winding along the
became
my
duty
to
lead
the
little
band
under
er such a want of corn since the days that Ja 
and 4th—
the precise nature of the disorder. "One thinerth^d,5d,a^
4t -A f j my command, to join the main army, in the
cob sent his sons to Egypt for it. XVe are re
however is certain, viz. that it attends pretty
SHIP-BUILDING.
4
The
hope
of
being
able
to
afford
relief
or
entrenchment,
where
we
now
stand.
You
quested
to say that it will sell readily in CKe0. That having the J
much
upon
females
in
fashionable
life
;
and
1 he best vessels built in this part of the raw, at one dollarfifty cents the bushel.”
see how it is exposed to the water—well, i cfrcsliiftCDt to a wounded soldier, drew my
eO0. Those having'5 j there
that
it
is
usually
connected
with
a
deranged
country
are
by
workmen
at
Medford,
and
on
lay the Glasgow frigate, which kept up mother to the little gate that separated her
state of mind, indeed, as far as we have heard the South shore, including Duxbury, Kin^sa constant fire of shot and bombs across that own cultivated lawn from the highway.
An instance is mentioned in the Trenton
‘ ‘ Will you stop and rest ?’ said she to the it was never known to attack ladies of sound ^cn, Scityate, Marshfield, Hanover and Pem
pass, while several floating batteries, and the
broke. 1 hey aré also faithfully built and of Federalist in which tobacco applied wet on
fortification on Copps’ Hill endeavoured to man who conducted the litter—4 We go no intellect.
0 Thetti
good materials at
Fairhaven, the wound proved to be an effectual cure for
symptoms.
annoy the troops on the hill, and drive them farther,’ was the reply. She heard no more—
the bite of a rattlesnake.
the truth flashed upon her mind, 8c she fainted.
from the entrenchment.
A large tumour discovers itself all of a sud Rochester, and vicinities—At Salem also
4 Long and tenderly was I nursed by that den on both hips. It is said to excite little or and at various places on the Merrimack,
' My little band had each the spirit of a Le
From the Palladium,
onidas, and not a murmer was heard when 1 heroic woman, and though she sympathized no pain, and doesnot confine the patient to snip-building is carried on tQ a great extent
, .
NAHANT.
ordered them to attempt gaining the hill, by in every pain I felt, she never breathed a re her bed nor even to the house. On the con and m a very workmanlike manner. In sev
eral
towns
in
Maine,
this
business
is
pursued
, and 6<tl
n
Tradition
says
that
on this peninsula sever
gret
for
the
part
I
had
acted
;
and
when
I
was
trary, she is the more inclined to go abroad
running singly across that dangerous pass.
1 he first who attempted was my poor drum again able to join my regiment, she mingled on account of the disease. And so far from with profit to the merchant and the mechan al quakers, with their families, resided dur
mer, who was killed not five paces from me ; with her parting blessing a fervent prayer attempting to conceal it, she takes all imagin ic, viz. Bath, Kennebunk, Saco, Portland, 8cc. ing the time of the persecution against this
sect, and kept a constant watch for the emis
but the next, not at all deterred by the fate of that all her children might prefer death to able pains to discover it to the world, more
Bos. Gaz.
saries of tyranny ; and were ready to take
his comrade, commenced the race, and got slavery.’
especially that part of mankind ycleped beaux
A tin kettle was fished up on Wednesday their boats for the islands in the bay, or for
Such was my father’s tale—could I hear it, and coxcombs. It does not prevent her walk
over in safety.—In like manner most of our
heroic band succeeded, and one honest fellow, and ever forget that I am a soldier’s daugh ing but gives to her hips a vacillating half cir by some boys, at Coenties-slip, New-York’ Cape Ann, in case of danger. The storm
rawot“ra^rs'LtIilii
as he bowed to the word of command, thus ter! Never, never. Recollections of patriot cular motion, which, though not disagreeable containing the body of a new born infant’ soon passed away, and probably some of them
wn a s“Pel'pL A.1
remained from choice, as old cellars St wells,
addressed me, ‘ Captain, I see it is close ism are impressed on every page of my exist to herself is exceedingly painful to the eye of wrapped in a piece of cloth.
existing beyond the reach of the history of the
trior “e,t aaW"
dodging, but let me once get safely over, and ence, and sentiments of freedom twined about the ratvmal beholder. The disease com
place, are to be found at Nahant. It is a fre
monly leaves the patient at night, and returns
ill spend my heart’s last drop for vou, and every fibre of my heart.
COUNTERFEITERS.
Sadly as the tenor of my days has passed, again the next day, sometimes earlier, and
bring you off again, dead or alive, that t
i hrees of the Hoboken Grazing Company quent remark, that while other retreats for
will?
-1 and sorely as the storms of sorrow have beaten sometimes later, according to the time of her are
state.
Swi|)iot^
:
m circulation, letter A. They are well health become familiar and fatiguing by re
r the draWa.gsLastbd2
‘ This honest fellow was a native of Ire on my head, there are hours when the tide of rising and other circumstances connected executed, but they may be detected by in- peated visits, that a love of this place in- •
I be drawn as
land, and about six months previous, was impetuous feeling rushes back to the scenes with her mode of life. It is evidently heriod- pecting the vignette, the waves being plainer creases as the residence continues.
confined for debt in the prison at Salem of my infancy, and finds, in tracing the lessons ical—^ is most apt to attain its greatest than the genuine, and by the paper, which
stify
nz
*
Whence I released him on condition that he’ of parental love, a kind of half oblivion to my height just before riding, walking, going to appears to be oily.
New Post Office.—A Post Office has
farch 3>
3hove
would enlist—and never man was blest with cares. Then it is that the spirit of my father church to a tea-party, or to a ball. And the
been established in Somersworth, [Great
Falls,] N. H. and James S. Stanwood, Esq.
a more devoted friend than Murphey M’- glows with undiminished ardour in my bosom mind of the fair patient is so deranged on
GRASSHOPPERS. *
and it is my pride and boast that I am a
’ those occasions, that she verily imagines her
Lulloch proved to me.
A farmer at Loudon, N. H. lately caught appointed Post Master.
I was the last to make the adventurous
Soldier’s Daughter.
self an object of great attraction to the young one morning, one busjiel, three pecks Ind
gentlemen, on account of the disease where three quarts of Grasshoppers—or 287,000 in
attempt, and, tlwugh the balls whizzed aA Hog Skin out of which nine saddle seats
)edby“V ietb®,
oout my head, none were permitted to touch _ A fire broke out at New-York on the eve- with she i$ hipped. Accordingly, when a number.—They were scalded to death and can be cut, is said to be a good sized skin.
me, and we gained the entrenchment, and
Messrs. N. 8c T. Smith 8c Co. have shewn us
6th inst’in the Stereotype Factory short tim e ago one of these unfortunate females turned as red as lobsters,
passed into the line of battle.
of Mr. Wallis in Fifth-street,
y dropped off her hips at a ball, so strongly was
one from which thirty could be cut. The hog
.Ticke«; wlllbeT
the possession of them connected in her mind
On this spot, as near as I can recollect, I
Certain Missionaries who lately contrived was. raised in Colchester, and weighed 900
stood, and endeavoured to do my duty^ as a
port*
Laborers are wanted on the-Farmington with the idea of a. good match, that she burst to get a peep at Canton, China, within the pounds. 1 he skin from the back part of the
soldier of liberty. I received a ball through Uanal, near New-Haven, Ct,
into tears and exci timed, “O heavens’ I’ve
neck was 8 feet 9 inches long—and greatest
walls, describe the streets as very narrow__ breadth
spoilt mv market forever ”
was 7 feet 9 inches—the girth was 6.
from three to seven feet wid^ohly.
feet v inches,
Connecticut Mirror,
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good man, his character is much belied, and if street, and witn a dirk stabbed hc> in r
ouH apprirent intention to anchor.
At
he were a’Christian he never would consent to side as she lay in bed. The woman ¿4exactly three, o’clock, a gun is fired by the
disturb the peace and haymony of a well reg gerously ill, and the assassin is still at\r
Algerines upon the British Admiral, and the .
holut
ulated and virtuous society by obtruding him
“ The upper waters have fallen, and
MR; RANDOLPH.
,battle becomes general. At twenty minutes
PHILADELPHIA“JrfLY 2^.
self on them.
MANA.
duce no longer arrives. There is enonT
three, the fire of the marine batteries
We have received the Mexican Auguila,
Aquatic Treat given at Liverpool to past
.
however, in port to load the shipping hf
(divah
a
to be silenced, and hundreds of tugi- down
(
to the 12th ult. It appears "that the
:sk:> s.’ión and his friends, Mr. Randolph appears
;
which will all get cargoes at the nrp«U
from them are seen flying along ti • small
,
pox was prevalent and dreadfully fatal
was ofthe Party. The following is the con- tives
•
rates of freights.”
presei*
kon'
sea-shore under the walls of this house, in
: several pans of the Union.
eluding portion of the account. ’
We have seen private information from
Mr/ Randolph still remained on thezquar- where many of them are mowed down by
11P
nting
CUR ACOA, JULY 8
ter-deqk, *surrounded by a. crowd of gentle the fire of the Impregnable. The cannonade Caraccas, of a later Rate than t)ie public ad SATUfiBAÏ) AVGUST 5,180.6.
0nprese3tin&
We learn, by private letters, that the gnr ■nbpre
as ar
men, whom he greatly amused by his eccen endures with great fury on the part ofthe vices. It is by no means favorable. An effu
ernment of Maracaybo has placed itself8
LA TE FR OM ENGLAJVD.
tric, yet instructive and ori gin al conversation. British, and is returned with constancy from sion of blood and general disorder were ex
der
the
jurisdiction
of
Gen.
Paez,
anj
ag
J
U!
?
The ship Black Warrior, Hill, arrived (
He seemed like an ancient Grecian sage sur the batteries of this quarter. At five o clock pected to occur ere long, unless Bolivar
«2
yesterday from Liverpool, bringing London on the formation of a federal government
rounded bv his scholars. Nq sooner had the fire of the marine batteries is renewed, should soon arrive in the Republic.
Rarsago,
papers to the 16th of June. We have re
Mr. Randolph quitted the Britannia and got and continued at intervals. At halt past
A letter from an American gentleman' Rtherbewi
.DOVER, N.H. AUG. 1.
ceived several numbers of the Courier to
off board one of the river steamers, than tie seven, the shipping in the port is discovered
Liverpool,
received
in
Boston,
says
:
111
that date. The Duke of York had been
was again thickly surrounded by a curious th be on fire. At eight o’clock, the Consul
lightning.
“ Mr. Randolph arrived yesterday in h, nrket and pre?
group. A gentleman on board the Britannia is informed that the British Consul has been
During the shower t h Wednesday last, the quite ill, but was recovering. As he is the
from Philadelphia. 1 understand
:Alexander,
riien proposed three cheers for Mr. Randolph, taken from his house by an armed band, and farm-house of Mrs. Atkinson, near Piscata- Heir Apparent, his life and health are unu- he
has conducted himself in a most shame?i Charge.’ask11
which were given with great 'enthusiasm. . confined in heavy chains in the common qua bridge, was struck by lightning. It came sually interesting to the English. The an manner on his passage, and insulted boththl
The honorable gentleman, taking off his hat, prison for criminals.
down the chimney qn one side, and passed swer of the Ottoman Court to the Russian
At half past eight the cannonade endures. off through the chimney and side of . the. ultimatum has been received with great joy. captain and passengers. I understand Cant
exclaimed, with great animation, V Gentle
men, Old England and Young America united The upper part of this house is apparently house opposite to that on which it entered. We conclude,, therefore, that it is pacific. Baldwin told him he would not receive
for ever * Who shall divide them?” Loud in ruins; five shells have burst within its The chimney was much shattered, and the Until after the coronation, in August, and insult from him or any other person on board
cheers followed this pitfiy speech, and the walls. At nine, the fire begins to slacken on floors &c. received some slight injury. The perhaps permanently, 16,000 troops are or his ship, and that he would give him any sat
L^'asask^
bând on board struck Up Yankee doodle. both sides. At eleven the growling of can tenant, (Mr. Clark) and his family had as dered for St. Petersburgh,—Subscriptions isfaction he wished after they arrived.
An Irish gentleman* asked Mr. Randolph, non is only heard at long intervals. At mid sembled in a room in which the lightning en are making for the Greeks in Sweden.—The
what would be the best cure for the miseries night, from the terrace of this house, every tered ; they received no harm.—»rRepublican. question of the Catholic emancipation has
The editor of the Baltimore Gazette haj
of Ireland. “ I will give it to you in the thing in the port appears to be in flames, and
influence in the elections for members of Par
words of tire Bible—‘ Unmuzzle the Or that two wrecks on fire are drifting out. lhe
BkUNSWTCK, AUG. 1.
liament—and this election absorbs the whole received advices from Carthagena (Colom
Treadeth-out the corn.9 “ The Irish peasant spectacle at this moment is peculiarly grand
attention of the community,—A severe bia) down to the 6th inst. His correspond, hast ward ,ne
HAIL ¡STORM.
feed, saymg
is deprived of his'due and proper share of the and sublime. A black thunder storm is n-. A considerable quantity of hail fell in the drought had been felt at Liverpool and vi ent says:
|han one dome
fruit of the earth.” Another gentleman ob sing, probably ap effect of the long cannon town of Monmouth oh T hursday last. We cinity : The wells were dry, and the grass
“ The genera!opinion is, that Gen.Paezyyip
served, that he did hot think Cobbett was ade ; its vivid lightning discovers the hostile were not informed that it did much damage. burnt up—hay selling at 15d per stone.—W e be condemned to death, & as President Boh Another was
qualified to sit in the House of Commons. fleets retiring with the land breeze, and
notice no news of pith and moment. The in var is expected in two or three weeks, I make comrade, [bei
Hevald.
4i Cobbett not qualified to sit in the House of paints them in strong relief on the deep ob
telligence from Greece is not so late as we no doubt tranquility in Venezuela’will be whowasenqui
scurity
of
the
horizon.
Shells
and
rockets
Commons
exclaimed Mr.
Randolph.
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had received direct from that quarter.
PORTLAND, JULY 4.
restored. We are all quiet in this depart., ^untry Ipred
Why,
himself
Mr. Randolph, U. S. Senator, was among iiient.”
“\
t.j he
..K, has qualified...
___ U1 for a seat m occasionally streaming across the horizon,
,
p ... »ffade answered
We
received
from
a
subscriber
on
Satur

Bennington
and
discharges»
of
cannon,
from
ships
still
that house as a lady of easy virtue qualifies
A Proclamation issued by General Beftm
?hv "he“
day
last, a one dollar bill of the Vassalboro’ the invited guests at an aquatic party given
within
reach,
proclaim
an
enemy
fatigued,
herself for the Magdalen Asylum,—by a life
at
Liverpool,
in
compliment
to
Mr.
kluskisdez.
Commander
in
Chief
of
th.
'
*
“ “I.“L
41
”
"
Ur.
Bank,
with
the
following
endorsement
on
the
dez,
Commander
in
Chief
of
the
Department
exhausted,
but
not
vanquished
;
while
the
of prostitution to all parties and being faithful
Ishowy^*
son, who proposed the health of Mr. R. and
of
Orinoco,
had
just
been
issued.
The
Proc
back
—
,
.
,
Algerines,
by
discharges
of
cannon
at
inter

)E
d
ifyoudesn
to none/ Speaking of man, Mi*. Randolph
June 8,1826—Ten years ago this day it Mr. R. in return, delivered a handsome lamation condemns, in the strongest terms i After the o
said, “ He is naturally indolent, and all your vals, from a line of batteries more than three
speech, in which he paid several compli
contrivances of church or state, or by what,- miles in extent, lay claim to the same hon snowed, and the bricklayers on the Court- ments to England, and concluded by propo the conduct of Paez and the municipalities of tner cards i
House in Portland, worked with their great
Valencia and Caraccds. It proceeds thus: fiats, they seei
other name they may be called, are that A. ors.
sing the health of the Earl of Liverpool.
The morning of the 28th discovers that coats on. The reverse—the Thermometer
These acts reveal that Venezuela has sen-. lo each other i
may be idle while B works.” Talking of prop
The quantity of Cctton imported into Liv
erty, “ Society,” said thè sage, cannot subsist• the Algerines are unable to make any fur- stands at 90.
erpool during the week ending 17th June, arated frotn the constitution and the law by ‘^ich we are
acknowledging the authority of a military Many of the
without property. If, in political devolution,> ther resistance, while the combined fleets
was 23,165 bales and bags.
chief, and setting at defiance her civil mai the future pro
From the Norwich {Conn.} Courier.
property be divorced from power, power will appear in a state to renew the battle. In
LONDON, JULY 16.
edin theutiht
On Saturday last, within the very sight of
istrate.
soon go in search of property. A reaction. the course of the day the former acknowlThe
whole
of
the
attention
here
is
absorb

“ A total overthrow of all the established remeinbrance
then takes place. Property goés in search of' edged themselves vanquished by,accepting our citizens on the wharves, and within a ed in the election. Consols are 80 5-8, sell
authorities, and public functions, is the re dence, when t
power ; and they become once more united.’ the humiliating terms of peace offered to very short distance of the flats in our river, ers, but scarcely a bargain doing.
there were three men drowned. They were
sult of this extraordinary and irregular con- have passed c
st In all state revolutions,” obseiwed Mr.• them by the victors.”
Liverpool Cotton Market.—Satur duct, and the disorder seems to have been in the kindness
workmen employed in constructing piers to
Randolph, “ endeavour to keep down the
improve the channel, and' with six others, day, June 17.—The Cotton market has been troduced and to be maintained by military of their patnc
dregs of society. You can easily blow off the
froth; but,, if once you let the dregs get up From an English paper. Case of a weaver, were proceeding in a small boat from din in a dull state all the week, and the prices of force. The whole event wears to the > such old rus
to labor. Apprehending no danger, Brazil and American have declined l-8d to pearance of an attempt to violate the |aw - expressed bin
permost, depend upon it that the draught will
related by Mr. Hunter, in the Common ner
i
some on board were rocking the boat« when ad per lb. About 200 Brazil had been taken and destroy the constitution by force of am. I teward them.
be not blue, out black ruin.”. A gentleman
Council.
■ it
unexpectedly overturned and plunged for export. The sales amount to 720 bags, —In this posture of affairs, and until I am , Thisisajoi
was inquiring about the constitution of VirMr. Hunter, in enforcing the object of the them in the water. Being all thrown in a and the imports to 18,483 bags. We have convinced that Venezuela has returned to ffeel as happy
giT-fci, the state which Mr. Randolph repre
meeting
(the
relief
of
the
distressed
weavers)
huddle, and but few of them knowing how to» had a fair and steady demand for cotton to- the right order and subjection to the laws, Us surrender
sents to Congress, “Why said Mr.Randolph,
** we vote for representati ves v iva v oce on free- related the following case of a poor weaver swim, a most horrid struggle ensued. In the■ day, and about 15,000 bags have been sold at it is my duty to prepare to defend, if neces When they
in
Manchester,
for
the
truth
of
which
he
sary, the sacred code of our rights, and arrest The processio1
hold suffragi &we Virginians would as soon could vouch, as the statement came from a agonies of strangulation six of them succeed• the prices of yesterday.—Bos. Gaz.
every attempt to disturb the peace which- take the field
have our noses cut off as change the mode of most respectable manufacturer of that town: ed in tearing themselves from the deadly
Orinoco is now enjoying,
¡ 'he the last tn
grasp in which they were all for a moment
voting bv ballot.” “ Then, Sir, your mode of
A
very
worthy
poor
weaver
applied
to
his
LATEST
FROM
EPTGLAPTD.
locked together, and in getting upon the pier,
“ Your duty is to aid me in displayingycnr ; Thus hun
Voting is the same as in England ?” ‘‘ Ay, to
master
'about
three
weeks
since,
begging
The
ship
Amethyst,
Bussey,
arrived
at
this
.
the other three, although ope of them was an
tried fidelity, and your firm adherence to lib I we these <
be sure,” replied Mr. Randolph. “ Have we
not been steering on- the same course ever earnestly for work, stating that he was in expert swimmer, were drowned. The port yesterday from Liverpool—which place erty, and to that order upon which alone lib : -who has a he
great
want,
and
would
thankfully
do
any
she
left
on
the'25th
of
June.
W
e
perused
some
names of those drowned were Silas Beebe,
erty can be founded. 1 he whole Republic ’ atthisspecta
since wé left you, without tacking or taking
for the means of supporting his exis Thomas Kittle and Jonathan Reynolds—the ofthe latest papers brought by this vessel; but will sustain your «efforts and protect your pa [ ty which gav
in sail ? only we have thrown the king over thing
board, God bless him !” When the boat came ■ tence. His master assured him he did not former of this town, and the two latter of observe no intelligence .of importance. The triotism.
columns of the London- Courier continue to
“ TWELVE THOUSAND valiant solalongside the wall, “ What a magnificent want any more goods, his stock being very West Greenwich and Covfentry, R. 1.
be filled with the proceedings at elections in diers are marching upon Venezuela, by com
In all the o
quay this is ;” exclaimed Mr. Randolph. heavy, without any sale, and that he could
not
give
out
more
work
to
any
one.
The
various
parts
of
the
Kingdom.
—
According
to
mand of the Liberator* President. Thy riversary wl
We have none like it in America. New(ÂBOT
ï
CA
’
HONS;
the elections already made, it appears that are returning from Peru, and part of them
York and Liverpool are mutually dependant man pressed very much and at length his
the numbers in support of the present Min have arrived at Panama. He has just com read, we ha
on each other. You take her .cotton, tobac master said, “ Well, Jonathan, if it is abso
For
the
K
ennebunk
G
azette
.
lutely
necessary
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you
to
weave
a
piece
to
isters will be increased.
Bost. Gaz.
pleted the glorious work of Peruvian liber completely Z
co, and other raw produce ; and she takes prevent you from starving, I will let you have
GREECE.
ty and order : and fortune, which led him lowing, whic
your cutlery and earthemware, cotton goods,
r. Remich,.
The Diario di Roma asserts that Ibrahim thither, will now bring him to the support delivered bj
salt and coal. We can’t do without you, and it, but cannot give you mere than Is. for it (2s. MThe
friends
of
the
present
administration
you can do as little without Us. And can you is the regular price.) for 1 do not want any of the general government, were not a little Pacha had left Tripolizza, with 20,000 men, of his fellow citizens and the laws of hisowi Penns.
conceive of greater nonsense than that two more goods made up for a long time to surprised to observe the name of Isaac Eme and a large train of artillery, to march against country.”
“ The enc
such countries should go to war ? It is mere come.’’ “Letme have it, master, I beg,” ry obtruded on the T.otice of the public, as Napoli de Romani.
The Bogota Constitutional, of the 14th lation of use
said the fopr man, “ whatever you pay me
nonsense In reply to an inquiry, whether-he
According to late French papeys, the Na June, also reprobates the proceedings and number uf 1
candidate for tire
of Maine, for York
i
fbr
it,
p^ay
let
me
have
it.
”
The
piece
was
would be at his lodgings at a certain hour, ■
County. When candidate is presented co tional Assembly of Greece has empowered designs of Paez : It adds—
the United i
Yes” said be, I’ll be there before tnat^ I gi zen to him to weave, and at the end of two the public, for an office of trust, the people the British Ambassador at Constantinople to
The total hopelessness of his undertak other count!
have only to go to the custom house about days he brought it home, and on carrying it are*bound to examine his claims—What are treat of peace with the Porte on certain con ing“ must
have been evident to him long since, since the Pi
my luggage, and a Custom house oath; you to‘his master begged of him to give him Is. the gentleman’s claims ? are they founded on ditions. These conditions it will be seen,
know, is èasily swallowed.” So fascinating 6d.for it saying how much he was distressed talent? the people have seen no display of whilst they go to secure the internal freedom and when he reflects upon the irreparable in America.
liury **
he
“ ahas
*a~ done
J— bis-------country,
— on the check [ Revolution 1
was Mr. Randolph’s conversation, that he for money. His master paid him the Is. 6d. them, the gentlenian has been in the legisla of the whole Greek population, would still injur*
hich he has given the cause of civil liberty pers, and th
could with difficulty escape from thq crowd 8c the man went away. The master feeling ture of dur State—he appeared pompous, leave the country a tributary State, unless
that stilllingered around him. He was dress vety uncomfortable about the poor man, looked wise, but said nothing ; alas, perhaps the Porte should prefer accepting a large throughout the world, he must curse fte tion princij
ed in a blue coat, yellow silk neckcloth, and thinking that the earnestness of his manner he took for his pattern and ^uide another sum, once for all, as France has done from hour when he exchanged the glorious name < Now, in ad<
liberator of his country for that of traitor, nals, daily t
must arise from excessive want, determined
blue trowsei*s.
on following him home. He went tq the cot wise man who wasmvited to dine with some Hayti, instead of a yearly tribute. Should when he tarnished with the crime of perjury from almost
tage of the weaver, and found the wife alone celebrated men—he dined but said nothing these terms be accepted, Greece would be the splendid reputation he had acquired jo village in t
SKETCES OF ALGIERS.
knowledge
in the lower room, making a little gruel over and retired—One ofthe company observed placed on nearly the same footing as Molda freeing his country from her oppressors.”
A newspap
The following extract from Mr. Shaler’s a poor fire. “ Well Mary,” said the master, of him that “ if he was a wise man, he play via, or perhaps on a little more favourable
Bolivar
was
at
Magdalena,
about
aleagae
ed the part of the simpleton, if he was a sim one, as the influence of the Divan would be
ofthe tim(
Mi. Gaz.
Sketches of Algiers, forms a graphic and “ where is your husband ?” Oh ! sir, he is pleton'he acted the wisest part that such an more strictly excluded from its internal con from Lima, on 23d March.
children. I’
just borne in from your house, and being very
striking description of a memorable event. faint and weary, he is just gone to lie down in one could.” Are his claims founded on polit cerns, than'it is in that Principality. Should
haps, more
they
be
rejected,
the
assembly
has
directed
N Gaz. • his bed.” “I will goupand see him Mary;” ical honesty and consistency ? If they are his
We understand that Mr. Jefferson has be taste for re
4i Minutes of the Battle between the British and immediately he went to the upper room, claims are good and should be respected; the Commission to address all the Powers of queathed to Mr. Madison, a most beautifol mformatior
Europe
and
to
endeavour
to
obtain
from
all
horn cane, which he himself had receivedas should pre
fleet under Lord Exm-uth and the Alger where he saw the poor man lying on^ his bed,, political honesty and consistency should be
just in the agonies of death, with his mouth indispensable requisitesin the character of the or from one of them assistance and protec a present from some distinguished character taking at
ines, taken at the Consular house in the city .
tion.
in France.
with a viev
“On the morning ofthe twenty-severith of open, and his hands clasped ; and after a short man, who expects the suffrages of the men
Mr. Jefferson has also left free, by hiswill, eral instrut
PARIS, JUNE 20.
August, 1816, the weather being remarkably convulsion he expired. The master was very of York County. On these grounds we will
The Genoa Gazette gives the following three faithful and respectable Servants, and ■
fine and temperate, the atmosphere only much distressed, and came down stairs, hop try the gentleman ; when he commenced his
slightly agitated by the breath of zephyrs ing to be able to save the wife, who was in political life he was a violent federalist—now statement of the losses of the Greeks at the entreats of thé Legislature, the favor of per- '
FF
:
he
affects
to
be
a
democrat
—
once
the
friend
taking of Missoldnghi
Killed in the town, . mitting them to remain within the Common
scarcely perceptible, the whole western ho a very emaciated condition ; she had just
Afire t(
of
Gen.
Wingate
—
anon
the
fulsome
adulator
wealth.
Richmond
Con
i
2100 ; do. at the foot of the mountains, 500;
rizon, as seen from this house is covered with poured the gruel into a basin, intending to car
Sunday m<
vessel’s of war, of various classes and sizes, ry it up to her husband. The master said, of Gov. Parris—Mark the next—for a time men taken prisoners, 150 ; women killed by
eral stores
’
the
warm
advocate
of
J.
Q.
Adams
for
the
the Greeks themselves, about 1300 ; women
from the terrible three decker down to the “ come Mary, take a little yourself first.”
disc—Lost
HUMAN
SALAMANDER.
:
presidency
—
but.
wheeling
about
with
aceand childix n who drowned themselves to es
insignificant gun boat. The proximity of “No, sir,” said she,“ not a drop will I taste
wwW. (
;
lerity
unusual
even
for
demagogues
—
he
fol

Defiance of Heat.—M. Chabert, on Satur owned an.c
cape the fury of the Turks, 800 ; women and
X^his fleet was announced last evening by till Jonathan has had some. Neither of us
\Uarm guffs, and they appear to be approach have had any thing within our lips but water lows in the path of Messrs. King Sc Holmes, children taken prisoners; 3400. [27/e body day last, made the experiment of entering ■ destroy edand
became
and
continues
to
be,
the
advocate
into
a hot oven, together with a quantity « I
of Bishop Joseph'was salted whole, as a pres
ing under the influence of a current. At for thetwo days we were weaving your piece ;
eleven o’clock the breeze freshens, a frigate and I thought it best to make a little gruel for of Wm. H. Crawford for that office. A wise ent for the Sultan. The women and young meat, sufficient, when cooked to regale those;
is/ detached from the fleet, stands near in us before we took any thing stronger, as it is man has said, and if the observation be duly girls were distributed among the officers and of his friends who were speedily in™
ANewwith the marine batteries under a flag so long since we tasted food; but, sir, Jona weighed, its truth I think will not be doubt privates, to dispose of as each thought prop to witness his performance, previous to bisI makes fav
ed
—
that
“
the
man
who
often
changes
his
publicly
exhibiting
the
same
to-morrojq
er. The palace of the Sultan at Constanti
of truce, and sends a boat on shore. This than shall have it first.” The master insisted
raised in ft
frigate maintains her position, with a flag of on her taking some herself before she went principles must be either fool or knave.” nople was decorated with trophies of human (Wednesday the 7th June,) at twelveoW-1 ity of whii
Men
of
York
County
will
you
trust
such
a
Mr.
C.
ordered
three
large
faggots
of
wood,
'
■
heads,
and
festoons
of
ears
and
noses
.']
truce flying, until about one o’clock. In the up to her husband, but she positively refused
fine Louis’
which is the quantity generally used by ra that the c
mean time, the fleet concentrates in the bay it: at last finding that he could not prevail on man with any office of honor or profit ?
RUSSIA.
OBSERVER.
kers,
to
be
thrown'
into
the
oven,
and™
apparent readiness for action. On the her to touch the gruel, he was obliged to tell
The wjfe ofthe Grand Duke Michael has
ofMexicc
being hauled down on board of the frig her that her husband was dead. The poor
‘been delivered of a Princess, who has receiv- being set on fire, twelve more faggots of tte | rious riva:
same
size
were
subsequently
added
tojta,
ate/many signals are seen flying in the fleet, woman set down the basin of gruel, sunk on
For the XePhebunk Gazette. ’ ed the name of Elizabeth.
which being all consumed by three ocM
and six frigates under the Dutch flag are the floor, and’immediately expired.
SPAIN.
A yotini
Mr. C. entered the oven with a dish of rH
formed in a seperate close line of battle
“ The recital of this statement produced
It
is
mentioned
that
all
idea
of
any
further
meat, and when it was sufficiently donewl a number
Mr. Remich,
ahead. A French corvette, that was lying a visible effect in the Court.
expedition
against
S.
America
is
abandoned.
It is with hear felt sorrow I noticed on
handed it out, took in another, and remai»| • conscienc
in the bay, upon the appearance of the com
Upon the preceding statement the National
in a few d
The London papers mention the death of therein until the second quantity was
Thursday evening, that Mr. John Maffitt
bined fleets this morning, left her anchorage, Gazette remarks:
been dis
had again obtruded himself on the society . Aiderman Cox, by apoplexy.
cooked ; he then came out of the oven ®
and stretched out amongst them. At fortyWe have inserted.the foregoing story of re- who are the supporters of the Rev: Mr.
sat down to partake with a respectful assjJr, committe
PORTSMOUTH, JUNE 17.
five minutes past eue, four bomb vessels took
three wee
This morning the Edward transport, Lieut. bly of friends, of those viands he had
Their positionsoppositè the -city, at distances allife, as more ¡instructive with regard to the Fletcher—a society who have, ever been re
liberated
.hardly exceeding a mile from the principal condition of the manufacturers, than any gen markable for their union of sentiment and Burney, arrived from Sierra Leone, whence closely attended during the culinary proces.«
character
marine* batteries. At a quarter past two, eral description. It forms a dreadful contrast good feelings towards each other ; who she sailed on the 29th of March. The Bra
many signals are seen flying, and the ma with the accounts of grand Fancy Balls and have ever gone hand in hand in all things zen, 28, Capt. Willis, was the only ship of war
In Lebanon, (Con.) a little girl about ■
A case
nœuvres of the fleet indicate an intention of gorgeous palaces, which are contained in the which tended to promote good order, Chris there. Three slave vessels, she had captur
taking positions*of attack. At half past two, same column of the British newspaper. The tian feelings and brotherly love among us, a ed, were condemned to her. One of these years of age, daughter of Mr. Caleb Ao», Supreme
which sh<
TJ. M. the British Admiral, in the Queen conduct of the miserable sufferers, in general, spirit which has ever been cherished and en prizes is 96 feet long, and 226 tons burthen. while playing On the main wheel of her ■
papers,
Charlotte, of one hundred and twenty guns, in the manufacturing districts, is represented couraged by our beloved and truly worthy She is to be sent to England under the name ther’s grist mill, caused it to turn by
J had been
fills away with a moderate breeze from the to have been most exemplary—most of them pastor ; and shall these feelings of brotherly of “ The black Beauty, of Southampton.” weight, and jvas carried round by
been adv
north, and leads in, in majestic style, follow endured their distresses with submissiveness love and social harmony be disturbed by the The Edward has brought home, the master stopped by her body being wedged betv
es was so
ed by two ships of seventy-four, Onepf ninety and patience—many undertook to’ work dur introduction of a man among us whose moral and mate of the ship Malta, of Liverpool for the noats and the ground, and an iron p
from the wheel at the same time Pepe.traJr
cupietj ai
eight, and another of. seventy-four guns ; the ing the night as well as day, in order to pro character is doubted, whose theatrical ges trial, on a charge of slaving.
the poor little victim’s thigh andholainL
allowed f
frigates.stand in promiscuously with the ap cure food enough to support nature. Mr. tures and phraseology is1 truly disgusting to a
fast. Her screams alarmed the father»
hefendan
parent intention of taking,, allotted stations, Stanley, (the member of parliament of that large majority , of this society. For one I
FROM
NEW
ORLEANS.
in order to extricate the body wit
see the ac
and the Dutch squadron follows in* regular name who was in this country last year) stated, have no objection to'his preaching in this
New-Orleans papers to the 7th of July further injury it was found necessary .
in the House of Commons, on the 8th ult. that village, provideef tb'e place of his preaching
Mwshap
line of battle,.
. have
been
received
at
New-York.
Two
the Print
A few minutes before three, the British he had spent the preceding fortnight in the is not the Mertlng-house, but I am decidedly deaths by yellow fever occurred on the 27th remove part of the wheel, which occup
economic
Admiral passes out of sight of this position, midst of the distressed manufacturers-, and of opinion that, it never ought to have been of June, viz:—Abasha Holland and J. P. half an hour. The livtle sufferer, thoug
and to appearance almost brushing the for had seen those who could obtain any employ opened to him,a&e mffy as well open it to the Morris. Mr. Livingston had been re-elected erally crushed beneath the wheex, was
midable line of marine batteries with his ment, working fifteen hours a day ’for 5 or 6 introduction oi^very itinerant preacher as to Congress, by a large majority over Mr. sensible and felt no pain. She¡tore
yards. At this moinent two seventy-four shillings a.week, and starving with their fami to Mr. Maffitt—for one, I esteem Jacob Eoucher ; and it was reported that Mr. Gur arms about her father’s neck, and aske
The accident took P»
Onth(
gun ships take their positions at distances ap lies on one meal of oatmeal a day, rather than Cochran as much deserving public patronage ley and Mr. Brent had also been re-elected. I dead papa
the afternoon, and the child died in tn
N.H. aS!
& public attention, as what 1 do John Maffitt,
parently not beyond pistol shot, and at the apply to the parish for relief.
Among a number of negroes advertised ning—apparently without much sun j'
elegant t
and I believe our Meeting-house doors were
same time the Impregnable, of ninety-eight
for sale at New-Orleans, on the 3d inst. was as she conversed with her friends to
,
21 years
£uns, with a rear Admiral’s flag, though at
A collection of animals, originally obtained never opened to Cochran or any* other itin “ Charles, an old servant, aged eighty-five The mother became distracted upon a
Ws mov
much greater distance obviously an error. in the East Indies, has been recently import erant preacher. For one, 1 protest against the
K
edge of her daughter’s situat.ion.?va!risiiii
M nine
At thjsrtime the fleet has passed out of sight ed into New-York from Europe. Among Meeting-house being opened for the reception years.”
On Saturday night, or Sunday morning left her residence frond an apupatny
of'this position, except the three last men them are leopards, tigers, and a camel with of a man of doubtful character & doubtful vir
Nathan:
tioned, and several sloops and small eraft, two humps, of a species which is said never to tue. We pretend, not to say that Mr. Maffitt last, (says a paper of the 6th) a man entered out of the dreadful recollections, wn
is a bad man, but we do say, that if he is a the premises of a lone yoman in Chartres- scenes recall to her mind,
hich keep manoeuvreing under saitwith- .have been seen in this country before.

At St. Vincents, about 3d ult. only ship’ Thce ,; - r T the Rutland, Vt. Hefald,! done the best minute*» mowingit was de-1
STATE iïOMEWTIOX
Eliza-Ann, Gaines, of Saco, for Boston in 2
LvingW; t..- pleasure to deliver to the ^edb^he^
waterc k
at
days.
'
in one minute 45 strokes, 8 feet swathe, & 101
, in length, being 808 feet square: Mr.M. 50
;rt’rivesaV|1ial^)an(iDJe' Lvoluti t y’ sages at the late celebration of ft.
FOR GOVERNOR.
Up at Liverpool, June 21, brig Florida,
It tn 1 1 hep? u pl(M fog 4th July in thar<town, the cards for the strokes,
LL persons indebted to the subscribe^
<
Bourne, Boston ; Ulysses, Burnham, Rich
7% feet swathe, and 103 feet in length,
Hon. ENOCH LINCOLN.
mond.
either by note or account, which has
796 feet square ; and Mr. K. 48 strokes,
festival, was not a little amused with many being
I
Cleared at Norfolk, July 24, brig Maine,
been due more than six months, are request
Itories’ and remarks made by them on the 7- 7-12 feet swathe, and 107| feet in length,
Townson, Richmond.
ed to make payment by the first of October
being 812 feet and one quarter square; and
SENATORS FOR YORK COUNTY.
Occasion. He wishes he could have treasur- Mr. Kelly accordingly received the premi
In Hampton Roads, 25th ult. ship Constitu next, if they wish to save Lawyers and Sher
Hon. JOSEPH PRIME, of Berwick. tion, Mitchell, Havre, 46.
iff’s fees.
ed up more of them.
i um.
PWeleu^’Wl,
WM. GILLPATRICK.
Hon. GEORGE SCAMMAN, of Saco. Ar. at Richmond, 20th, sch.——, Johnson,
I On presenting one with a card, he asked
Aug. 5,1826.
Hard times, indeed !—Pickpockets com- Hon. NATHAN ELDEN, of Buxton. from Saco.
I« if the re was anything to pay ; if so” said
VESSELS SPOKEN.
the, “ here is the money—(presenting an old plain of the badness of the times. One of
July 24, lat. 42, 20, Ion. 58, brig Constitu
i continental bill) I have nothing else to pay them we are told, lately searched six pock
tion, from Bremen, for New-York, full of
REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS.
kith ; this is some of the fruits of my toils, ets and only realized four shillings.
The wife of Beauchamp, it appears, stab HOW. WILLIAM WnXrEIGH. passengers.
iffy years ago,”
\
,
July 18th, lat. 32» Fame, of Kennebunk,
OS’ EKAS ESWATTS
Another being asked if he served m the bed herself with an old case knife, filed to a
■5B—C—IB ti ll HI »lil'MBM—
from New-Orleans, for Baltimore.
Revolutionary war, thrust his hand into his point for the purpose.
July 28th, lat. 35, 30, Ion. 77, ship Gen.
Opposition Ticket.
himself iua ■N’hiiW pocket and presented General Washington’s
Pike, Havre for Charleston.
The New-York Gazette states that nine
laW,andin,“S*4 [.discharge, asking if that was sufficient evi
daJwg
’ Public Auction*
ty four thousand, fqur hundred and ninetyWrs. JuXl4M dence ?
in Portland, at the HoAr. at Boston, July 30, ship Black Warrior, OmW
Another being questioned as to his revolu- five ship letters were received at the post Hon. MARK DENNETT, of Kittery.
Dr. MOSES SWETT, 0/ Parsonsfield. Hill, Liverpool 4®, brigs Mary, Tobago 12 ;
te*
Mitchell,
"r.ai>y other p(hete*» Hionary services, offered to exhibit seven ' office in that city during the quarter ending
without reserve, on*
I scars where he received wounds in the bat on the 1st of July—a fraction over one thou Col. ISAAC EMERY, of Biddeford. . Emeline, Maranham 32 ; Schuylkill, Rio
“ he would
the twentieth day of
Janeiro 50. July 4, lat, 17.45, N. Ion. 71, W.
sand per day!
tles he had fought.
ledaf‘«the?3^%
40 minutes past 6 A. M. clear pleasant weath September next, at eleven o’clock, A. M. a
One very aged and decrepid looking yeter, felt 4 very severe shocks, and which township of land originally granted to the y
hymeneal
i eran was asked the usual questions on pre- Post offices established in Mainefro m 1st Jan*
seemed as if the vessel had ran on to a shoal. Agricultural Society of Massachusetts by a »
?’’e Baltimoi-e Gaeetta J [ senting his card, replied, “ Yes ! I hav,e
uary to 30th June, 1826.
We sounded but got no bottom at 40 fathoms. Resolve of the General Court, bearing date,
! been in two wars—the French and Revolu
sfr°™ CaKha»»”1* tionary war also!” and added “I offered to In York county, at Blazo’s Corner, East Eli
The third shock was the severest, and lasted March 1, 1805, and located in September
e 6th inst H- (tok* | volunteer in the third!”—[alluding to the ot, Buxton Centre, Cape Neddick, Ogunquit.
1807, which said township was surveyed two
about 5 or 6 seconds.
In Cumberland----- Yarmouth, Cumberland
thirds into one hundred and sixty acre lots
st b
last war.] He was offered two tickets—but Centre, New Gloucester. In Penobscot—
and
the remaining third into eighty acre lots.
The brig Gen. Brock, of Jersey, bound to
°pinionis,thatQenP • J : refused, saying he had got too old to eat more Sunkhaze, Oleman Plantation, PassadumGasne, was run doyvn on the 29th of May, in It is situated six miles due west from the easti
lhan
one
dinner.
keag,
Metanorcook,
Oxford.
In
Washington,
tleath, & asPrPS™^
the forenoon, lat. 48, long. 48 1-2, by an un erly boundary line of the State of Maine, and
Another was led up to the table by his Houlton. In Hancock—Thorndike. In Lin
known brig. Three of the crew got on eighteen miles from the St. Johns River, and
comrade, [being very lame and decrepid] coln—Palermo North. In Somerset—Con
luihty in VenezS
MARRIED.—-In Kennebunk-port, by Rev. board the strange vessel, one went down with about eighty miles North East from Bangor*
who was enquired of whether he served his cord, Corinna. Oxford—Leeds, South.
Jos. P. Fessenden, Capt. Joseph A. Piper, to the wreck, and 14, including the master and and bounded on the East by half townships
country in the Revolution ; when his com
Miss Ann Perkins, daughter of Stephen a passenger, took to the long boat, without granted to Groton and Westford Academies,
rade answered, “ Yes! I stood by his side
PROHIBITION.
Perkins, Esq.
water or food excepting a small Dutch cheese. and on the North by a half township origin
in Bennington battle, where he was shot
There
cannot
be
the
smallest
doubt
that
»in ChiefoftE?'3'1® | down by the U'————cl Hussions i and I will
In Portland, Thomas Todd, Publisher of In this dreadful situation the unfortunate sur ally granted to Limerick Academy, and con
owing to the late persecution of the publishers the Eastern Argus, to Mrs. Sarah Greenleaf. vivors *were compelled to sustain themselves tains about twenty three, thousand acres
show you where the poor fellow was wound- of certain theological books, their circulation
on the bodies and blood of those who fell vic oflahd more or less. This township is of
?.ed, if you desire it.”
has been increased ten-fold, so short sighted
tims to fatigue and hunger, until the 9th of the very first quality, and offers superior
After the old veterans had all got their is bigotry and oppression. A Spanish author
OBITOABY
June, when the master, mate, and 6 men inducements to settlers, of which a good War
dinner cards and their green sprigs in their tells an instructive story of the effects of pro
were taken up by a Liverpool brig 6 having rantee deed or deeds will be made. Terms
hats, they seemed greatly elated, and recited hibition ; A little boy,learning the command
liberal and made known at the sale. For
died.
to each other many an interesting war story, ments, asked his mother what was meant by
■ institution atTttefeeT
further particulars apply to FESBENDEN
which we are unable to relate.
the authority of a mil,?'
adultery, which they were forbidden to com
& DEBLOIS, at their office Court-street*
Many of them expressed great anxiety for mit. To evade the question, she foolishly
AQUATIC INFORMATION.
^at defiance her civil
Portland, where the plan and field book is
the future prosperity of our country—believ told him it was putting his finger in a boiling
ed in the utility and propriety of keeping in pot. Every pot he afterwards saw on the fire
Spoken in the latitude of Kennebunk an ready for examination.
'throw of all the esffiiJ
JmZj/ 20, 1326.
ts.
remembrance the birth day of our indepen increased the temptation of trying the forbid
d public functions, is the rei
aquatic Dandy, with his tender, bound on a
dence, when those who achieved it shall all den sin—and at last he was heard roaring amission
toKennebunk
—
when
first
discovered,
aordinary and irregular c®.
have passed off the stage.—They spoke of bout the house. “ Oh! I’ve committed adul
DIED—In Kennebunk-port, Miss Eliza
sorderseemstoh^ 1
PBjMieSS A. ZrOXm,
the kindness of the citizens of Rutland, and
Perkins, daughter of Joseph Perkins, Esq. from its undulating motion and gestures, sup
' be maintained by miQ I of their patriotism in noticing so respectfully tery—I’ve committed adultery !”
O EMINDS the public in general, that oh
posed
it
to
be
the
head
of
the
Sea
Serpent,
but
aged
19.
—
Miss
M
ary
D
orman
,
daughter
of
aole event wears to the jJ
“ such old rusty fellows as we are”—[as one
Mr. Thomas Dorman, aged 19—Widow----- on a nearer approach found it to have more <4/ account of his closing his present line
THE TEETH.
attempt s violate the4
of business, he will give the public an op
expressed himself,] and hoped heaven would
Lassell, aged 60.—On Wednesday last,
We
have
often
said,
says
the
Medical
Intel

^cousumtion by force ofaJa
the semblance of the Monk-Fish of foreign portunity of purchasing their GOODS at the
reward them.
Capt. William Gould, aged 26 years.
ligencer,
that
teeth
require
great
care.
First
ie ot affairs, and until 1
This is a joyful day!” exclaimed one; “ I
In this town, a child of Mr. Luther Gooch, growth, but in its gambols and gestiilations cost, for any quantity that is wanted, and at
v enezuela has returned h [ ■feel as happy as I did the day that Cornwal- let them be well set in order, by removing aged 10 months.
partaking much of the subtlety of the snake a much lowef price than was ever offered in
the tartar, &c. with a proper instrument, and
■ and subjection to the hi L lis surrendered.”
In Saco, on Monday last, George, son of which so cunningly tempted mother Eve this place, until the second day of October
using
frequently
a
large
and
as
stiff
brush
as
next, when the remainder will positively be
e to defend, if necesWhen they were called on to embody in
Mr. John Livingston, aged 22 months.—24th,
from the path of virtue—But, oh ye of easy sold at Public Auction.
.
the procession, one said, “ come boys let us can be procured. It should be used dry two or ult. Mrs, Susannah Tapley aged 86 years.
°ar rights, andarrf
N. B. West India GOODS and GROCE
to distdrb the peace take
el the field once more—this will probably three times a week, for this will harden the
faith,
should
he
attempt
to
charm
you,
beware
At
York,
Me.
on
Sunday
16th
inst.
Mrs.
gums, and prevent the collection of extrane
enjoying.
1
be the last time !”
Anna Barrell, wife of I. S. Barrell, Esq. aged how you listen to the soft music of the serpent, RIES of almost all kinds, on hand, and will
is to aid me in displaying«
be sold at unusual low prices.
Thus humorous, interesting and happy ous matter, and give a fine poli sh to the teeth. 59,
though he assume the shape and appearance
nd your firm adherence toi
were these old worn-out veterans, and lie. A simple brush, however hard, can never inJuly 15.
At
York,
Me.
on
the
21st
ult.
widow
rt order upon which alone li|
who has a heart which would not beat high’ jure the enamel, and a soft brush is worse than Lydia Bragdon, aged 8:1.—For many years of the Cocksparrow, clothed in the plumage
unded. 1 he whole M
at this spectacle, is hardly worthy the coun' useless. The best brushes seldom admit of past she resided in the family of Judge Sew- of the Blackbird, cunningly covering his subt
prosate
use more than a month or two, when they be
ir efforts and protect your pt
ty which gave him birth.
come soft, and are good for nothing. Cologne all. Though she possessed no earthly estate, le and deep digested plans to seduce you At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk^
water, diluted, may be used occasionally, and yet it is charitably hoped ?he is gone to the from your interests, of union and good fellow
within and for the County of York, on the
FHOUSAND valiant sol
of the saints in heaven.
give a fine, clear complexion to the teeth, inheritance
In all the orations delivered on the late an- will
’
eighteenth day of July, in the year oj our
hing upon Venezuela, by coi?
In Concord, (Mass.) Lovel Estabrook, a- ship, by exciting division and contentions aand
preserve
the
breath
pure
and
fragrant.
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-site.
niversary which, it has been our fortune to 2
Liberator* President, Th
ged 28.—He leaves a widow aged 18, who mong you—-Look to your old and respectable
OLLY BURROWS, Administratrix of
rom Peru,and partofthi
has thus been called to follow to the silent pilot, who has thus far guided your bark
read, we have seen nothing that comes so
A Welsh gentleman, has, with much heral grave, her second husband, within the shprt
the estate of Giles W. Burrows, late
Panama. He has just co?
completely
home
to
our
feelings,
as
the
fol(
dic inquiry and deep research, drawn up a space of 21 months. It is a remarkable cir through many tempestuous gales of religious
of Lebanon, deceased, having presented her
ious work of Peruvian libei
account of his own family for up cumstance, that she was married to her first fanaticism, and still continues to square his fourth account of administration of the estate
lowing, which is an extract from an oration genealogical
,
and fortune, which led bii
ow bring him to the supp®
.
delivered by Moses Canan, at Ebensburg, wards of twelve thousand years. In the mid husband on the 28th day of the month, and on yards by the braces of justice, charity, and of said deceased for allowance.
dle of the manuscript there is a N. B. “ About the same day of the month to her second, and
ORDERED, That the said Administra
izens and the laws ofhiswi
Penns.:—
Salem Gaz.
' this time the world was created.”
the
forgiving
mercy of an all wise and all trix give notice to all persons interested, by
lived 3 months, 17 days, 17 hours and 40 mi
“ The encouragement given to the circu
nutes with each husband. Her first husband seeing God—While many around you have causing a copy of this order to be published
Constitutional, of
lation of useful knowledge has increased the
A Quaker, in Philadelphia, wanting to buy was also 28 years when he died.
mutined, foundered or run their barks a- three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
rebates the proceedings if li
number nf daily and weekly newspapers in some oysters, revested the oysterman to
At I,exin.gton, Ken, Nelson Nicholas, Esq. shore by trusting them to unskilful and un Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
: It addsthe United States beyond aUexample in any leave two or three bushels at his house. Pray editor of the Kentucky Mhig.
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
worthy pilots,
lopelessness of his iiMleti
other country. It is little more than a century sir, said the oysterman, what might your name
York, in said County, on the second Tuesday
ieen evident to him longs'll
since the Printing Press was first established be ? It might be Beelzebub, replied the
of Atignst next, at ten of the clock in the
reflects upon the irreparaM
in America. At the commencement of the Friend, but it ’taint.
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have/
Lone his country, on the sta
Revolution there were a very few newspa
why the same should not be allowed.
pers, and they were confined in their circula
;iven the cause of civil liW
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
On Tuesday last, a Watchman was bound
S offered, for a small
BOOK
tion principally to our. commercial cities.
,e world, he must cutset
Cohy—NAT^T,
over,
by
Aiderman
Christian,
to
answer
at
and all its contents, lost by the. subscri
Now, in addition to numerous literary jour
:xchanged the gloriousnamei
GEO. THACHER, Refr.
nals, daily and weekly newspapers are issued the next Mayor’s Court, for having given SHIP
s country for that of trai|
NEWS ber last week, with his name therein.
July 22.
another
Watchman
a
challenge
to
fight
A
BURLEIGH SMART.
from almost every country town and principal
>hed with the crime of
Kennebunk, Aug. 4,1826.
village in the Union—thus widely diffusing DUEL, with deadly weapons, contrary to
eputation he had acquired i
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunkj
the
act
of
Assembly,
&c.
—
Philad.
Press.
knowledge &usefulinformationof every kind.
ntry from her oppressors:',
within and for the County of York, on the
A
newspaper
gives
to
us
‘
4
the
passing
tidings
at Magdalena, about aieago
KENNEBUNK, AUGUST 5.
eighteenth day of July, in the year of our
of
the
times.
”
It
is
a
cheap
book
for
our
A
man
has
been
arrested
at
Georgetown,
23d March.
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-six.
HE copartnership heretofore existing
children. It amuses and instructs, and, per (D. C.) on suspicion of being the murderer
^ENTERED.
ED1DIAH TRIPP of Lyman, in said
haps, more than any thing else, gives them a of Miss Cunningham. Nothing, says the
under the firm of
July 31—Brig Xgenoria, Crediford, 51 days
County, having requested that admin
and that Mr. Jefferson has|(
taste for reading and for seeking after useful Metropolitan, has as yet transpired, save from Antwerp, 46 days from the Lizard.
istration on the estate of Eastman Hutch
information. Nothing but absolute poverty that he answers the description in every mi Left, June 8, brigs Criterion, Rice, of Ports
lr. Madison, a most beffl
should prevent any father of a family from nute particular of the fellow who forcibly mouth, for Gottenburg in 5 or 6 days ; Cora, is this day by mutual consent dissolved ; all ins, late of Alfred, deceased, may be granted
ich he himself had received
. . ' .
. .
taking at least one newspaper, conducted jumped in the young man’s gig. He is una Morrison, for St. Ubes in 7 or 8 days; Tam- persons having demands against said firm are to him.
i some distinguished chart
ORDERED, that the said Jedidiah Tripp,
with a view to rational amusement and gen ble to give any account of himself, and the worth, Girdler, for St. Ubes in 5 or 6 days; requested to present them for adjustment,
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
n has also left free, byhisi
eral instruction.”
daring and insolent manner in which he be Hyperion, for Bordeaux, in 3 or 4 days, sev and all indebted are requested to make im ing a copy of this order to be published three
and respectable servants, ï
haved to some of our citizens, together with eral other vessels destination .unknown.— mediate payment.
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
ERASTUS HAYES,
; Legislature, the favor«
the similitude he bears to the person of the brig Cumberland, Morrill, sailed 3d of June,
FIRES IN PROVIDENCE.
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
DANIEL WALKER.
;o remain within the Co*
Afire took place, on Butlers wharf, on supposed murderer, impress a belief that he for Portland.—Spoke, July 23d, lat. 42, 48,
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Al
KichmonM
Sunday morning last, which destroyed sev is the man.
Ion. 65,30, brig Tobacco Plant, Biskey, 60
fred, in said County, on the first Tuesday of
eral stores and a large quantity of merchan
days from Cadiz, for Norfolk, shbrt of pro
September next, at ten of the clock m the
dise—Loss about $30,000 none of which was
Oh Wednesday 26th inst. between 1 and 2 visions, supplied her.—24th, lat. 42, 50, Ion.
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
IN SALAMANDER-J ||
insured. On Tuesday morning a rope-walk, o’clock P. M. there' was a severe hail storm 65, 55, sch. Hope, from Grand Bank, for Mar
why the administration of said estate should
Heat.-MXWrt,® Sä ij
HE
subscriber
would
inform
his
friends
owned and occupied by Mr. Wm. West, was in Limington, which did great damage to the blehead.
not be granted to him.
. t
.
_____ :„n„f «f pnteffl I
and
the
public
that
he
continues
to
e the experiment of
II
destroyed—Loss $3000.
Aug. 1. brig Volant, Stone, 19 days from
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
corn. The hail stones were about the size of
i together with a quart! |
transact business at the Stand formerly occumusket balls. Our informant states that the Barbadoes.—Left at Barbadoes, 12th July,
Co/zw
—
A
ttest,
,
MEXICAN COTTON.
!t when cooked to
GEO. THACHER, Reg’r.
wind was blowing from the S. W. at the time. brig John Bernard, Purrington, for Bath in pied by H. & W. and offers for sale
[s who were speedily ® !
A New-Orleans paper of the 29th June
8 days; brig Albert, Snow, for do. in 15
American Patriot.
July 22.
makes favourable mention of a lot of Cotton
performance, prevwj
days; sch. President, Ames, uncertain ; sch.
ibiting the same o-ig
raised in Mexico, the staple and general qual
Celia, 4Jorsin, under Seizure ; Sch. Almira,
Nathaniel Green, Esq. of Topsham, for St. Lucia.—Spoke, July 27, lat. 40, 10,
he7thJune,)attwev^
ity of which were equal if not superior to the
has
been
appointed
Postmaster
at
that
place.
fine
Louisiana
and
Mississippi.
It
is
thought
1 three large faggot o
Ion. 69, ship Pernepp, Burnhamr 3 days from
"TOS. G. MOOB'Sr,
that the cotton growers of the northern part The citizens of that vicinity, whose interests New-Bedford.
W
OFFERS FOR SALE.
of Mexico will, at no distant day, become se have been so long and so faithfully promoted
CLEARED.
by Mr. Green in our State Legislature, as
1 Elegant SECRETARY and BOOK
rious rivals to those of Louisiana.
Aug. 3—Sch. Warren, Perkins, Porto I^ico.
well as the friend of the National Administra
CASE, with glass doors;
Sailed, sloop Packet, Sfoith^ Boston.
tion to which he has given a uniform support,
1 Mahogany BUREAU ;
MEMORANDA.
ill consumed by - • , A young woman at New Work lately stole will be gratified with this appointment.
1 Latest fashion Mahogany High Post
Saco, July 26.—Ar. schs. P hex ton, Murch,
a number of articles from a store. But her
&c. &c.
Maine Gazette.
BEDSTEAD ;
.
New London; Azof, Smith, New York;
conscience upbraidingher, she returned them
1 Elegant Mahogany Hanging BOOK
Aug. 1st. sch. Rose-in Bloom, Crowell, Den
in a few days, and before the robbery had
CASE, with glass doors; which will
the second
J
been discovered.
Nevertheless she was
A fourth-of-July orator whose address ap nis.
be sold at great bargains.
Portsmouth, July 25,—Ar. sch. Mary,
committed to prison for the theft. After pears in the Marietta paper, commenced
J
M
O
CORDS
dry
PITGIJ
PINE
Ladies’ Morocco Walking, Strapped and
three weeks, however, the District Attorney thus : “ Fellow Citizens and Ladies.” This Burnham, from Saco; 29th, sloop Otho, A
Slipper
SHOES
; Kid Strapped do.; Color
and HARD WOOD, for
liberated her. Previous to this affair her reminds us of the last address of George III. Benson, from Saco ; 30th, sch. Milo, Clark,
ed and Black Satin, with and without heels ;
20
days
from
Long
Key
;
31st,
brig
Hannah,
which
Cash
and
a
fair
price
will
be
given,
if
ed during the culiW Pr
to
his
Parliament,
when
his
insanity
was
dis

character had been good.
the wood is of a good quality and free from Women’s leather Shoes, with and without
covered by the commencement of his speech Saunders, from Boston.
heels—warranted of the first quality.
N
ewburyport
,
July
28.
—
Ar.
brig
Otter,
small limbs.
thus
:
“
My
Lords
and
Peacocks
!
”
A case was tried at the late session of the
,(Con.ja litg:gn’l^
July 22.
Titcomb, 20 days from Mayagüez. Left,
N.
Y.
Com.
Adv.
Supreme
Judicial
Court
held
at
Machias,
P.S. The subscriber reminds those per
daughter of Mi-6
brig Francis, Jacobs, for New-York, dischar sons indebted to him, whose Notes or accounts
which shows the importance of taking news
ging, the only vessel at any of the ports at have been of a long time standing, that he
papers. A piece of land in No. 13, which
on tlie
it to turn
’
Counterfeit Quarter Dollars.—We have the west end.
fill, caused
j i
had been improved for thirty years, having
shall be under the necessity of leaving them
was carried round ti(
Boston, Aug. 2.—Ar. ship Amethyst, with an Attorney for collection unless pre
been advertised for sale for a few dollars tax before us a quarter dollar, which was, yes
irbodybmngw*.^
S many persons have been in the habit
es was sold unbeknown to the owner and oc terday, cut with others of the same descrip Bussey, Liverpool, 37. Sailed, June 25, in vented by immediate payment.
:rboäybeKdl^i
the ground;t Cpene«;
of entering the premises of ^ sub
cupier, agreeably to l^w, and the usual time tion, at the Bank of the United States. It is co. with brigLeonidas, for Boston.
DANIEL WALKER.
allowed for redemption. The only plea the in workmanship, equal to the genuine Span
Kennebunk, Aug. 1,1826.
scriber, and taking therefrom CRAIN BER
victim sini&n .
The brig Orestes, Nason, of this port,
defendant could make was—“*that he did not ish coin, and in colour and general appear
RIES much to his injury—He therefore toi see the advertisement, not having taken the ance, well calculated to deceive. The date cleared at New Orleans, July 3d, for Provi
bids all persons entering on said premises, or
'earns.
uewshafiers.” Thus, by withholding from is 1790, and the reign of Carolus IV. We dence!*
taking therefrom any Cranberries-after this
extr'Cf ¿(1 «tceSl
Ar. at Gibraltar, June 3d, brig Osprey,
the Printer $2 a year, the wise, prudent, and have just returned from a silversmith, to
nrtf
notice, as every offender will be dealt with
y,r it,t was I°u,i
whom
we
went
to
enquire
what
were
the
HEREAS
divers
persons
have
been
in
Miller, of this port, from Jacmel, 57.
the w,}ee]’«-erer,thorf
economical farmer lost his land.
agreeable to the law in such cases made and
component parts of the counterfeit—he said
Ar. at Liverpool, June 14, brig Ulysses,
the habit of picking and conveying provided for the punishment °f^spassex3’
Fastport Sentinel.
The
he
really
could
not
tell
;
but
that
he
would
1 beneath the ¿etlirei
away CRANBERRIES from the premises
Burnham, of this port, from New-Orleans;
1
NOAH SHACKFORD.
not have hesitated .to have taken it from any 15th, brigs Florida, Bourne, of this port, from of the subscriber, thereby depriving him of
MATCH AT MOWING.
Alfred, July 22,1826.
_____ ■>
felt
one
who
should
have
offered
it.
It
is
lighter
the
benefit
of
said
article.-r-He
therefore
’ do.; Mexico, Fairfield, of do. from do.; LeOn the 4th inst. the farmers of Stratham,
■rfathei
than
the
genuine
coin,
and
remember
the
rt-fbeacrf’VÄlV?
takes
this
method
of
forbidding
all
persons
; onidas, Ward, of do. from do.
N. H. assembled and offered the prize of an
Dem. Press.
The brig York, Lord, of this port, from picking or carrying away any of said Cranber
elegant Scythe to the youth between IS and date is 1790.
"»“•¡vi’’
ries, as they would avoid the penalties of the
Matanzas, ar. in the Texel, 12,th.
21 years of age who should do the best min
Bsa
At Barbadoes, July J, brig Volant, Stone, law made and provided for the punishment JUST RECEIVED BY
utes mowing. Three judges were appointed
YVe are requested to state that it is ex Kennebunk, 2.
J of
_____
trespassers.
_____
and nine candidates presented themselves.—
At Ponce, P. R. 9th July, brig Beluga, Na- [
CALEB KIMBALL,
It appeared that Messrs. Benjamin F. Clark, pected the Rev. Mr. Flanders of .Buxton,f
July 22.
son, of Kennebunk, discharging,
| Lyman-, Aug. 1826^
Nauian L. MqiriU, and Benjamin Kelty had will preaqh in this place to-morrow.
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More New Goods,

‘ ■ WMÄ.TH.

finger’s end, and thus bathe the eyes. This
will positively effect a real cure in a short
time.
Avoid* on all occasions, the society of the
idle, the profligate, and the abandoned : by
associating with men of this class, you will not,
only lose much of your time, but will acquire
a moral taint by collition and habits of extrav
agance and dissipation, that^naylead to the
most pernicious and fatal consequences. In
your moments of relaxation and leisure, asso
ciate only with the wise and the good, and
quibus vwere est cogltare. You will receive
more benefit, and more gratification from the
conversation of an hour spent in the company
of literary and scientific men than you would
from a life devoted to the society of the igno
rant, the profligate, and the vicious. In con
versation of this kind, knowledge is condensed
and concentrated, and you receive, in a short
time, what has perhaps required the labor
and research of years to obtain.

New Goods,

Sheriff’s Sale.

Thomaston Lilllc.

JUST RECEIVED BY
KEN on Execution, and to
be sold at Public Auction
on Saturday 5th August 1826, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon, at Hall
Conant’s
store in Alfred ; all the right in equity which
LOVE DOWNS, of Lyman, in said county
Yeoman* bas to redeem the following des
cribed moi tgaged real estate, situated in said
Lyman, bounded a-s follows : on the North
by the road leadingfrom the Shakers Mill to
Nathaniel Bracket’s, and by Stephen Smith’s
land ; Easterly by Amaziah Goodwin’s and
Mitham Smith’s land ; South and Easterly
by Clark’s land and Burganut pond, being
the same on which the said Downs n6w lives.
JESSE GILMAN,. Deputy Sheriff.
Alfred, July 6, 1826.

York,

HICH he offers for sale very cheap.,

for Cash, Country Produce, or ap’
Wproved
credit.

ss>

Just received and for sale CTWa*
CASH, by

Black, Blue, Olive and Claret colr’d Broad
Kennebunk-Port, July 22."
cloths ;
Black, Blue, Drab and Fawn colr’d Cassimeres ;
Swiss plain and figr’d Muslins ;
MELANCHOLY.
J.ickonet, Imitation and Mull Muslins ;
SHE dwells by a stream, where the cypress
HE subscriber wishes to purchase
Lace, Gauze and Feather edged Ribbonds;
and willow
one to five hundred cords of lun
Colr’d and black belt Ribbonds ;
Are gemed with the tears that fall from
Pitch Pine WOOD, for which the hioiW
Newest style Chords;
her eye;
price will be gjven-OAK would beS
First quality Black Silk Cravats; Stocks ;
The earth is her bed and the Hint stone her
red. The wood must be in cordwood F,
pillow,
All colr’d Gauzes, Parasols, Umbrellas ;
StlSy22"dS°UndB
Barage Hdkf’s. very cheap.
Midnight her mantle, her curtain the sky.
Ladies’Bolivar Leghorn Bonnets, from
Her cell is a cave, where the bright beam of
to g4 each.
It is the decree of Heaven that the exclu
morning
American and London Prints ;
sive
selfish
man
shall
be
miserable
even
in
York ss. TfTAKEN on Execution, and to
Ne’er pierced the chill gloom of its wilderthis world. As he never gives love to any Derry’s colr’d Cambricks ; Vestings ;
be sold at Public Auction JUST received er FQR
ing maze,
Where the sunshine, of joy, youth’s visage man, hé never can receive a return of love. Chippas ; colr’d and white Valencia Scarfs ; on Saturday the fifth day of August next, at
Spool,,
Sewing
and
Floss
Cotton
;
two
of
the
clock
in
the afternoon, at the store
He
is
at
war
with
the
general
good
of
his
spe

adorning,
of Andrew Haley, Esq. in Shapleigh, in said
Ne’er warmed with its fire, or cheered cies, and is therefore the common enemy of Boxes Cotton Balls;
mankind!-—His money may command atten Cottop, Silk and Flag Hdkf’s.; Gloves ;
County, all the right in Equity which
with its rays.
tions, and even procure the outward show of Camblet Buttons ;
JAMES LINSCOTT, of said Shapleigh*has
The moon is her lamp, when the mist man respect—but he can never receive the hom Brown Drilling and Cassinetts, for gentle in redeeming that part of the Farm on which lots to suit purchasers.
Kennebunk-Port, July 21,1^^,
tled mountain
age of àn unbought smile ; or the warm trib
he now lives, situated in said Shapleigh, on
men’s wear;
She clambers at night, find walks on its ute of a graceful heart. Wealth is too poor Cambrick Dimoty ;
the western side of the road leading from
By Authority of the State ofM^
.
steep ;
Haley’s comer, so called, to Twombly’s
to purchase love-—-and power is not strong
Òr leans on the rock of a cristaline fountain, enough to enchain affection. The eye may Black and Green French Crapes ;
Mills, so called, adjoining land of William
Green
and
Drab
colr
’
d
Jaconet
Cambricks
And sighs to the tempest that howls o’er feel abashed in the presence of grandeur—the
Linscott, Joseph Linscott, and others ; sub
and Muslins for Bonnets ;
the deep.
lips may chant the praise of affluence ; thé Tabby Velvets, Barkley Cravats ;
ject to mortgage.—Conditions at sale.
CAMAL LOTTERY,
knee may bend in homage before the splen
LUTHER GOÒING, Deputy Sheriff.
Her tresses are dark as the wing of the ra dor of. authority—but the heart is above all White Jaconet do.;
Shapleigh, fune 30, 1826.
ven,
Ladies
’
white,
black,
Silk,
worsted
and
Cot

CLASS Nos EIGHT.
bribe* and will give its affections to goodness
Her robes are all wet and her bosom is alone. The selfish man is therefore shut out
ton Hose ;
bare,
from all that gives grace and value to life, all Black Levantines;
Like a bark on the wave, mid the whirlwinds that makes life a blessing—for whàt is exten Sarsnet and Synchaw Silks ;
of heaven,
prize
of
$20,008
White and Black Silk Lace;
S here given to those indebted to the sub
She wanders distracted, or sinks in des sive worth to him who has no man’s confi Bobbinett do. for Veils;
1
dence,
no
man
’
s
sympathy,
no
man
’
s
love
!
prize
of
scriber
previous
to
the
beginning
of
the
$5000
is $5000
pair.
Black, white and Green Gauze Veils ;
year 1826, that all such demands remaining
3 « of
1000 is 3000
Spangled and Feather Fans; Cotton Laces; unsettled to the 1st of September next, will
GOOD FOR TRADE.
5 it of
500 is 2500
THERE IS A MOMENT.
be put into the hands of an Attorney.
The late well known Sandy Wood, sur Pressed Crapes ;
a
9
of
200 is 1800
BURLEIGH
SMART.
Ladies
’
Blaek
Gauze
Hdkf
’
s.
;
Cap
Wire
;
THERE is a moment ’tis when We stand
geon, in Edinburgh, was walking through
Kennebunk, June 16* 1826.
1 it of
Beside the couch, and watch the pillow
the steets of that city during the time of an Hooks and Eyes ; Wreaths.
380 is
380
Of one we love and grasp the hand,
illumination, when he observed a young ras
36 u of
100 is 3600
That soon must rest beneath the willow.
cal not above twelve years of age, breaking
36 It of
50 is 1800
There is a moment—we fain would rise,
every window he could reach, with, as much Domestic Shirtings and Sheetings ;
168 It of
10 is 4680
And follow the lov’d one to the sjkies.
industry as it he had been doing the most 1Cotton Yarn ; Knitting Cotton ;
HIS inveterate disease which has so long 3780 It
commendable action in the world. Enrag- Ginghams;
1
of
5 is 18900
Checks; Ticking;
I have seen old age in its last decay,
baffled the art of the most experienced
ed at this mischievous disposition, Sandy iCotton Batting; Satinetts,
By the winds of eighty winters wasted ;
Physicians, has at length found a sovereignThe tickets in this Lottery are formed hv
seized him by
collar,y <xi
and
asked him
j the
VAA'-' wiixii
1VI il3Jb>.C/U,
illlXI what
\V ilcik
the different ternary combinations that canbe
I have seen gay youth in the bloom of May, ue meant by thus destroying the honest peoremedy in
made offorty two numbers, from I to4inWith all its brightest prospects blasted ;
P‘e’a Windows. “ W hy it’s all for the good of
DR.
LAGRANGE'S
GENUINE
Patent
and
Box
Coffee
Mills
;
elusive. To decide the prizes, on thedav
And I have felt within me then,
trade,” repzed the young urchin, “ 1 am a
Japanned
Larches
;
of drawing, 42 numbers, from 1 to 42 inch,
A wish to forsake the abodes of men.
glazier.” “ All for the good of trade is it ?”
sive, will severally be deposited in a wheel
said Sandy, raising his cane, and breaking Green and White Spectacles suited to al!
We stood, a circle of mourning friends,
ages.
FEW CUTANEOUS diseases are met and six drawn outThere will be 20 tickets
the boy’s head : “ There, then, that’s for the
For the loss of a dear, fond parent weeping :
Double and Single Bladed Knives; Scissors ; with more reluctance by the Physician, and having on them as a combination, three of
She smiles—it is over—the spirit ascends, good of my trade—I am a surgeon.
Sheers ; Shaving Brashes ; Bonnet Paper.; none in which he is so universally unsuccess the drawn numbers; 540 havingtwo,and3780
But the smile remains, on her pale cheek
but one of the drawn numbers. That ticket
ful.
In a Court in London, lately* a Girl appli Shoe Hammers ;
sleeping,
having the 1st, 2d, and 3d drawn number«
This
Ointment
has
stood
the
test
of
expe

Large
and
small
Knives
and
Forks
;
Till the ties of life shall part forever,
ed to have the Judge lay an injunction on a
rience and justly obtained an unparalelled ce will be entitled to $10,000 ; that having the
Ornamented
Snufl
Boxes
;
Mixed
Pins
;
certain baker not to make love to her. She
I cannot forget that moment—never.
lebrity. It immediately removes the scabs, 4th, 5th, and 6th, to $5,000. Those tickets
proved how much she was annoyed, and the Bundle Pins ; Curry Combs ; Quills ;
having on them the 1st, 2d, and 4th—1st, i
The sun had gone to his ocean bed,
Judge issued the injunction accordingly, with Awl Hafts; Brace Cutters ; Nail Gimlets; gives a healthy action to the vessels of the and 5th—1st, 2d, and 6th, each $1,OGO
skin,
and
its
original
colour
and
smoothness.
Large and small Shoe Knives ; Handsaws ;
And the winds on their island caves were re- a penalty of $4Q.
Numerous recommendations might be ob Those having 1st, 3d, and 4th—1st, 3d, and
posing ;
Kattail, half round, 12 in. half round and flat tained
of its superior efficacy, but the Pro 5th—1st, 3d, and 6th—2d, 3d, and 4th—2d
All was tranquil round as the sleep of the
Files ;
prietor chose that a fair trial should be 3d, and 5th, each $500. That having the
dead,
Chest Locks ; Screws ; Horse Rasps ;
its only commentator. It has in three or four 1st, 4th and 6th, will be $380. Those hav
When twilight came over—yet scarcely dis
Sand Paper ; CalfSkin Pocket Books ;
weeks cured cases of fifteen and twenty years ing the 1st, 4th, and 5th—1st, 5th, and 6thclosing '
WTOTICE is hereby given, that agreeable Sorted Plane Ironsrl 7-8 to 2 1-2 in. ;
standing, that have resisted the power of ev 2d, 4th, and 5th—2d, 5th, and 6th—3d, 4th
A star to the eye, save the bright star of •L1’ to the annexed copy of an Act passed Brass Knobs ; Joiners side and fold Rules ; ery other remedy that could be devised.
and 5th—3d, 4th, and 6th—3d, 5th,andfth
even,
at the last session of Congress, extending the I runk Locks ; Wrought Tacks ;
i t not only at once gives immediate relief in —2d, 3d, and 6th—2d, 4th, and 6th, each
That shone to direct the departed to Heav time allowed for the redemption of land sold Steel Tongued Squares, 4 1 2. 6, and 9 in.
Salt-Rheum, but cures Tinea Capitis (com $200. The thirty-six tickets having two of
en.
for Direct Taxes, and purchased on behalf Thread Escutchtons ; Brass Buttons ;
monly called SCALD HEAD) and all scabby the drawn numbers, and those two the 1st,
of the United States, under the several Acts, Commode I^nobs; Sewing Awls;
and 2d drawn numbers will each bejlOO.
eruptions peculiar to unhealthy children.
passed, the 2d day of August, 1813, the 9th Cast Stetl Tacks ; Sorted Butts ;
vA>ftXJiS!»,sr,
Lx^There is nothing of a, mercurial nature The thirty-six tickets having the 5th, anj
day of January, 1815, and the 5th day of Cast S eel Chisels ; Inkstands ;
contained in it, and it mhy be used on in 6th drawn numbers, will each be $50, All
PROVERBS FROM THE HEBREW. March, 1816, for laying and collecting a Di
fants and others under any circumstances others haying any two of the drawn numbers,
Grit
Framed
Looking
Glasses
;
Brads;
will be prizes of $10. Those having in their
whatever.
The myrtle that grows among nettles is rect Tax within the United States; for the 14 in Saws ; Superfine Needles ;
term of tw6 years from the end of the
still a myrtle.
Sold Wholesale and Retail by the follow combination any one of the drawn numbers
V
ex
^
G
'
cks
>
Bed
Caps;
Compasses;
will be prizes of $5. The blanks are those
ing agents.
It is not as thy mother says of thee, but as last Session of Congress, which adjourn ft ish Hooks ; Plated Tea Spoons ;
ed the 22d May, 1826, that all property
thy. neighbors say.
David Griffith, Portland; Delano & Whit tickets which have not either of the drawn
16
meh
Bow
Saws
;
Table
Hinges
;
Do not fling dirt into a well out of which sold agreeable to and by virtue of said Direct
ney, Boston; Isaac Hill, Concord, N. H. numbers. No ticket which shall have drawn
Taxes and purchased on behalf of the United Bisbees war anted cast steel Hoes ;
thou hast drunk.
Putnam 8c Blake, Saco, and JAMES K. a superior prize pan be entitled to an inferior
one. Prizes subject to a deduction of 15 per
REMICH, Kennebunk.
The secret is thy prisoner. Let it escape States, may be redeemed agreeable to said yiass 7 ov 9 nd 8 by 10 ; Scythes ;
cent and payable in 60 days after the draw
thee, and thou wilt be the prisoner of thy se act by applying to the subscriber in South
%*Liberal discount to country dealers.
Berwick,
previous
to
the
expiration
of
the
cret.
J
ing in bank bills generally current in this
June, 1826,
eoplv*
time
allowed
therefor.
state. Prizesnot demanded in one year af
As the garden is, so is the gardener.
Blue,
Printed
and
edged
Tea
Setts
;
.
JOSIAH W. SEAVER.
ter the drawing will not be paid. This class
When you marry, descend the ladder;
Blue
“
Cup Plates;
South
Berwick,
July
14th
1826.
will be drawn as soon as the sale of tickets
when you- choose a friend, ascend.
Blue Printed Corinthian do. Round, do.
will justify it.
Do pot look at the goblet, but its contents.
Brown
Printed
Oval
Tea
Setts
;
AN
ACT
to
extend
the
time
allowed
for
the
Portland, March, 3, 1826.
A lie has no feet. [If it has nothing to
redemption of lands sold for direct taxes in Blue Printed Teas with & without handles ;
Tickets and parts in the above splendid
stand upon, it often has wings to fly with.]
REENOUGH
&
BODWELL
have
for
certain
cases.
Washington and Lafayette Pitchers ;
Scheme, in a great variety of numbers, may
——.
sale
Merchantable,
Clear,
and
Reffuse
Beit
enacted
by
the
Senate
and
House
of
Go to dying beds; there you will learn Representatives of the United States of A- Taymings; Blue printed Chambers, with clear Boards, Shingles and Clapboards at fair be obtained at JAMES K. REMICH’S
covers
Bookstore. Persons holding small prizes in
the true worth of deliverance from condem mencam Congress assembled, That the time
prices.
the last class, signed by any vender in Port
nation by the death of Christ. Ask some ag allowed for the redemption of lands which Flower Pots ; Blue Printed Butter Boats;
July 8, 1826.
land, are invited to call and exchange them.
onizing friend ; he, and he alone can tell you have been, or may be, sold, for the non-pay Common Tumlers ; Superfine Wines;
0”0rders by mail (post paid) enclosing
what a blessing it is to have the king of ter ment of taxes under the several Acts passed Tavern, Fennow, and Knot Tumlers ;
cash or prize Tickets, will be promptly at
Oval Salts, Common do.;
rors converted into a messenger of peace.
on the second of August, one thousand eig-ht Peppers and Vinegars ; Cruets ;
tended to, if addressed to
Hervey.
npHE c-asik, and the highest price will
hundred and thirteen, the ninth day of Janu
L&J. DUNN, Portland, or
Many plead for those opinions and notions ary, one thousand eight hundred and fifteen Glass Pitchers • Decanters ;
A be paid for Cotton and Linen RAGS,
J. K.REMICH, Kennebunk,
upon which they would be loth to venture and the fifth day of March, one thousand’ Pints and half pint Flasks ;
in large or small quantities by
their souls in a dying hour. I value more eight hundred and sixteen, for laying and col Blue Printed Ewers and Basins;
JOHN LILLIE.
Wheaton's Itch Ointment.
the judgment of a dying saint about justifica lecting a direct tax, within the United States Lafayette Lamps; Octagon Cylinder do.
July 8.
tion, than all the wrangling disputes of learn so far as the same have been purchased for’ Glass Custard Cups.
37 1-2
ed men.-— T. Cole.
or on behalf of the United States, be revived’
■rarHEATON’S noted ITCH OINTand be extended for the further term of two
The wicked dwell more- on the faults of years, from and after the expiration of the
v f MENT, which has stood the test
TEAS ; SUGAR;
God’s children, than on their graces: as the
against all other ointment, the price of
Coflhe ; Molasses ;
"^STHEREAS MARY, my wife, has be- which has been reduced from 50 to
flies settle on a sore place, and as vultures fly present Session of Congress: Provided, also '
1 hat, on such redemption, interest shall be 1
RUM ; Whiskey ;
’ <
havedin an unbecoming manner, and cents.
oyer the gardens, and delight to pitch on car paid
at the rate of twenty per centum [per !
GIN ; BRANDY ;
rion.— Manton.
has left my bed and board without any provo
annum] on the taxes aforesaid, and on the ad
...ALSO...
cation on my part, I therefore forbid'all per
Men often goto God in duties, with their ditions of twenty per centum chargeable Wines ; Rice; Tobacco; Cotton ; RaisinT; sons harboring or trusting her on my account, Dr. Davenport's Billions Pillt.
Gwger ; Nutmegs ; Spice ; Cloves ;
faces towards the world; and when their thereon ; and the right of redemption shall
as I shall pay no debts of her contracting af
Cinnamon,.; Salaeratus; Pearlash.
For the time these Pills have been offered
bodies are on the Mount of Ordinances, their enure as well to the heirs and assignees of the
ter this date.
to the public, the sale of them has exceeded
hearts will be found at the foot of the hill land so purchased on behalf of the United
Books,
Stationary^
fyc.
BENJAMIN
STONE.
the most sanguine expectations of the pro
going after their covetousness.—Boston.
' States, as to the original owners thereof
July 15.
Berwick, June 26, 1826.
prietor, which may be fairly consideredan
va i
W’ BAYLOR, ‘
Many are soon engaged in holy duties, and
acknowledgement of their many, virtues.
Speaker of the House of Representatives
easily persuaded to take up a profession of
They are very justly esteemed for their
York ss. Ata court of Probate holden at
J- C. CALHOUN,
religion and as easily persuaded to lay it Gr
York in said County, on the i^tb day of April,
mild and safe operation as a cathartic in all
Vice I resident of the United Statesand Presv?nn-: Herhe newr*?0°n, which shines a
cases where one is necessary—They are a
1826.
ident of the Senate.
little pi the first part of the night, but is down Approved, 16th
FS given to all that are indebted to,the Ken
May, 1826.
RDERED, that from and after the first ji- nebunk Toll Bridge for the year 1826. safe, and sovereign remedy in all billions.febefore linlf the night is over.— CrzzrrttzZ.
pains in the head, stomach and bowels,
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS.
day. of July next, the Courts of probate They are requested to make payment by the i vers,
.Welcome the Cross of Christ, and bear it ' _IJ r7I J""* * ................■ H'k. ■*** —'■■■■ ■ im
indigestion, loss of appetite, dizziness, worms,
■■■ .
i
j
for this county be holden at the following piatriumphantly; but see it indeed Christ’s
first of August next; all those unsettled after and billious cholic—they are likewise an an
ces and times, to wit.
Cross, not thy own.-—Pctley.
that time will be left with an Attorney.
tidote against infectious diseases, removing
At Alfred, on the first Tuesday in January.
God’s comforts are no dreatns. He would
obstructions of every kind by dissolving and
JACOB BROWN.
At
Kennebunk,
on
the
first
Tuesday
in
Febru.
discharging
the morbid matter, helping di
Kennebunk-port
,
July
1,
1826.
on*,blank paPer’
deceive
ary, and on the first Tuesday in March. At
gestion, restoring a lost appetite—a sure re
Ins afflicted opes that trust in him.
f^OR sale a superior PIAIfO FOUTB York, on the third Tuesday in Aoril. A.
lief for costive habits. They are so accom
Rutherford.
**
imported from Scotland ; said by the Kennebunk, on the second Tuesday‘in Maymodated to all seasons and hours, that they
maybe taken in summer or winter, at any
Politics are like a fence—because there is Amateurs of musick to be an excellent toned At Limerick, on the first Tuesday in Junet
recently put in good tune by Dr.
time of the day, without regard to diet or
more than ohe side—but they are not instrument,
Bourne which will be sold at a much lower At Berwick, on the fourth Tuesday in June. ■¥>TE the subscribers, having been ap- hindrance
of business. Their operation isso
like a^ fence-beepuse one had better be price than instruments of this kind usually At Kennebunk, on the the third Tuesday in
pointed by the Hon. Jonas Clark, gentle and effectual, that by experience they
astraddle tfiati on either side.
sell for, having been purchased in Edinburgh July. At York, on the second Tuesday in Judge of Probate, Commissioners to receive are found to excel any other physic hereto
at a very reduced price.
August. At Alfred, on the first Tuesday in and examine the claims of creditors to the
‘There is nothing so bastely; continued
fore offered to the public.
persons wishing to purchase would do September. At Limerick, on the first Tues estate of
The genuine are covered with a check
Murphy m his criticism on bad manners well to call and examine it.
day in October. At Kennebunk, on the
RUTH DOWNS,
plate, with the design of the Good Samari
so unmannerly nor so ridiculous, at the’ PahCIr<iUireatthe stOTe of Maj. Barnabas
third Monday in October. At York, on the late of Lyman, in the County of York, widow, tan, and the agents name thereon..
dinner table, as to see a man trying till
first Tuesday in November. At Kennebunk, testate, do hereby give notice, that six
deafen o body wi his jabber, while h’s
—ALSO—
Kennebunk, June 17, 1826.
'
on the first Tuesday* in December.
months are allowed to said creditors, to bring
and/i<w^, that he
Wheaton's Jaundice Bitters, ’
in and prove their claims, and that we shall
can t say a word I
„
JONAS CLARK.
May 6.
attend that service at the office of N. D. Ap
Davenport's Celebrated Eye
pleton, in Alfred in said County, on the first
, CURE .FOR WEAK EYES.
Saturday of August, last Saturday in Septem
A fresh suply of the above is kept
lake a small lump of white copperas—
S»lb°hoia-e M Ot a pea ’ put k ™ a small
an ocular Analysis of the English Lanber, and fourth Saturday in December next nebunk by J. LILLIE—in Wells by N
from two to six o’clock in the afternoon of rill—in Dover by Wheeler 8c Tufts—by
phial, holding about two ounces of water
guage.—By J. Greenleaf—Imbroved
said days.
Druggists in Portland and Boston, anfd*^
carry this m the pocket, and occasionally edition. Just received and for sale at
a
superior
quality
for
sale
by
taking out the cork, turn the phial upon the’ I June 10 J* K* REMICH’S Bookstore.
PHINEHAS RICKER
. YCommis^ some persons in the principal towns ir°D
X
o
B. PALMAR.
NATHAN D, APPLETON. S
Maine to Georgia,
July 8.
June 24, 1826.
eowfy \
Oct. 1,1825.
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